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Samsung to pump Rs 
4,825 crore to relocate 
production unit to India  

Samsung has decided to invest Rs 4,825 
crore to relocate its mobile and IT display 
production unit to NCR in Uttar Pradesh 
from China, the state government said.

The UP government’s cabinet has 
approved special incentives to Samsung 
Display Noida.

"This is 
the first high-
t e c h n i q u e 
project of  
South Korea's 
m u l t i -

national major which is being set up in India 
after relocating from China and the country 
will become third in the world to have such 
a unit," the UP government’s spokesperson 
said in a statement.

'Digital India' made 
India stand out from 
the rest, says Nadella    

Microsoft CEO, Satya Nadella said at a 
summit that the 'Digital India' framework 
has made India "stand out" from the rest of  
the world. "India stack is pretty impressive. 

Bill Gates is always talking about how 
can we take what has been developed in 
India and make it available as a stack to all 
countries," Nadella added. 

Nadella has praised the ‘Digital 
India’ campaign that is being aggressively 
promoted by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi-led government since 2015, which 
is said to have transformed the prospects 
and the opportunity in India’s tech industry. 
Speaking at the Global Technology Summit, 
2020, organised by Carnegie India, Nadella 
said that the ‘Digital India’ framework had 
made India stand out. He said the “India 
stack is pretty impressive”. He talked 
about Microsoft’s investment in India’s 
local entrepreneurs, also lauding Indian 
companies as ‘world-class’.
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TRENDS TO SHAPE 2021 
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

HELLO INDIA

As we say goodbye to 2020, we revisit the 
year's most popular stories. Our top technology 
reads include a range of  compelling and timely 
topics, like the workplace of  the future, and 
technological advancement continues, however 
as we have seen in recent years, rather than 
heralding the emergence of  completely new 
technologies, the trends we see for 2021 are 
shaped by how and why technologies are used, 
and the associated implications. 

While the COVID-19 pandemic had taken 
hold in many countries before the end of  2019, 
few would have predicted the enormous impact 
it would have across the world throughout 2020. 
Within a short space of  time, our way of  life, 
working practices and business operations were 
upended. Travel restrictions, social distancing 
rules, increased hygiene requirements and the 
pressure placed on health services all affected 
our business and the security sector.

In dealing with the impact on our own 
business and workforce – with employee health 
and safety at the forefront – we also saw new use 
cases emerge for our technology and solutions, 
in addition to new ways of  working that will 
continue into 2021 and beyond.

• Trust remains at the top of the agenda
We’ve mentioned trust in previous trend 

posts, and it’s become even more critical. There 
are many factors which contribute to maintaining 
trust, and the technology sector is under more 
scrutiny now than ever before. Customers and 
end users are demanding transparency around 
how tech is used and how data is managed, 
especially with increased surveillance. This, 
together with the need to maintain privacy, will 
be a key challenge. 

Renewed discussions around trust will 
directly impact how organizations in all sectors 
actively demonstrate why they are trustworthy. 
Due to its nature, the security sector will be 
under even more pressure to double down on its 
efforts in this area.

• The world goes horizontal 
Recent years have seen applications 

and services largely designed for specific 
environments, whether server-based, in the 
cloud or at the edge. Driven by a desire to achieve 
optimal performance, scalability, and flexibility, 
along with the benefits of  accessing and using 
data at any time and from anywhere, the next 
year will see momentum towards horizontal 
integration between environments. 

Increasingly intelligent applications and 
services will be deployed across all three 
instances – server, cloud and edge – employing 
the best capabilities of  each, improving solution 
performance and efficiency. For example, 
edge analytics in a surveillance camera will 
potentially message an operator with an alert, 
the operator then accessing the live video feed 

through a cloud-based application to verify and 
respond. This shift to a ‘horizontal’ approach 
will increase the speed and accuracy of  security 
and surveillance – moving from reactive to 
proactive, manual to automated – while also 
reducing bandwidth, energy and cost.

• Cybersecurity: the continual trend 
Due to the potential for high financial 

returns and disruption of  critical infrastructure, 
new capabilities, tactics and threats will continue 
to emerge and require constant vigilance. AI will 
be employed by cybercriminals as much as in 
any sector, strengthening their ability to find and 
exploit vulnerabilities. Deep fakes will become 
even more sophisticated and realistic, potentially 
calling into doubt video surveillance evidence. 
As a result further developments in methods to 
verify content, devices and applications in order 
to maintain trust in their authenticity will be 
required. 

Advancements in cybercrime will also extend 
to tried-and-true methods such as phishing lures 
which will become more difficult to spot. As a 
result, employees will be even more susceptible 
to these types of  attacks and constant education 
and reminders of  best practice in cybersecurity 
will, as ever, be needed.

• The reality of AI: developing the good, 
addressing the bad and anticipating 
the ugly 
We’ve been talking about AI for so long that 

some might question its validity as a trend. But 
with Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning 
(DL) now broadly available in surveillance 
technology, the implications of  its use will be a 
factor in 2021.

We now have concrete examples of  various 
use cases for AI in surveillance, but as we have 
seen in other sectors (e.g. autonomous vehicle 
crashes) the positive impact of  AI can be 
outweighed by the attention given to specific 
failures. Narratives tend to focus on the errors 
of  automation, and this will no doubt also be the 
case in the surveillance sector.

• Low- and no-contact technologies 
come to the fore
Regulations, rules and consumer habits 

established during this year will become 
common-place in 2021. Technology will support 
how these are monitored and enforced, driven 
by hygiene concerns and social distancing. As a 
result, the implementation of  low- or no-contact 
technologies, especially in areas such as access 
control, will increase. In addition, surveillance 
solutions with people-counting capabilities will 
become the norm, to ensure adherence to social 
distancing regulations. 

Going forward, the only constant is change 
and It’s clear that predictions must be taken 
with a grain of  salt, and the events of  2020 

singlehandedly demonstrated the risks of  trying 
to accurately predict upcoming events. However, 
the trends outlined above are, we believe, 
broad enough to apply even in the context of  
a turbulent environment. What will continue to 
be true is that periods of  uncertainty underscore 
the need for agility and an open approach to 
problem-solving, whatever the future holds. 

Everyone must ensure that your organization 
stays ahead of  technology innovations, 
regulations and an ever-changing risk landscape. 
New risks emerge every day, and your 
organization relies on you to foresee threats and 
lead a proactive, vigilant response. The year 2021 
will impact next year require digging and Google 
searching too.

Let’s keep our fingers crossed and hope the 
New Year has something good in store for all 
of  us.

Wish you a very Happy New Year and a big 
Thank you for your continued support.
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ROUND ABOUT

ARE WE GROOMING TALENTS FOR FUTURE LEADERS?
The other day I was privy to a conversation 

among an assortment of  people of  all ages 
regarding the scale and range of  digital 
disruptions in India. I thought that the older 
people would be airing their concerns about 
the fast uptake of  digital revolution in India. 
One of  the topics they had discussed included 
how soon the check system in India would 
be replaced by a digital architecture, which I 
thought might not be a palatable proposition 
for them, assuming that the operation of  the 
digital devices might not be easy to be picked 
up by them.  Contrary to my expectation, they  
were ardent supporters of  the emerging digital 
architecture. 

The reason they articulated,  sounded 
logical when they tendered their explanations 
laced with experience. One  said that he faced 
quite often the problem of  mismatch between 
the signature he had shared with the bank, 
while he opened the bank account years ago 
and what it is now. Even with a minor variation 
in the signature, the check gets returned. That 
happens quite often even while he changes the 
signature periodically  by visiting the branches.   
On the other hand, a  digital transaction 
cannot go wrong on those counts.   I thought 
it was a very logical argument.

But what shocked me more was the 
assertion of  the youngsters to continue with 
the check system or at least run it parallel with 
the digital platforms. The reasons were equally 
interesting and more so intriguing. They, 
I suspect, at least a few, could be computer 
professionals. Then their problems will not 
be lack of  knowledge in understanding the 
operations. It could be something more than 
that. I tried to infer what could be the reasons? 
Could it be the feeling that anything that is 
stored digitally can be hacked or accessed 
by other parties? Or could it be an aversion 
that they are developing against the digital 
platforms, search engines  or a generic feeling 
that  nothing can be kept unto them in digital 
format.  

I did not probe further since as a technocrat 
and an employer in the ICT domain, I shudder 
to think that youngsters are developing dislike 
for the digital platforms.  I believe that is the 
key catalyst for bringing about positive changes 
in human civilization at least in the next few 
decades till a new platform, more powerful 
than this, is invented, nurtured and perfected. 
I do not know when that would happen; 
how it would happen and the prospects and 
challenges that dispensation would bring to 
human civilization.

However hard I thought of  banishing 
from mind the conversation that I was privy 
to, I could not do so. It used to come to my 
mind and engage my thought process. Why do 
those seemingly bright professionals develop 

dislike for digital platforms?

I always feel that faith in oneself  is the 
greatest asset. Why should one feel that he or 
she is inferior to any other person since he 
/she did not have the opportunity to study 
in an ivy league or could not bag the first or 
second rank or a first division in the academic 
grading. Life does not come to an end with 
your academic pursuit or by bagging a cushy 
job. Instead, institutions should find out how 
many students are happy and contented with 
the offers they have got and how they would 
be chalking out their career path in the given 
organization or any other organizations. Let  
them also bring to the fore as to how many of  
the passed out students have opted for setting 
up a startup or pursuing a line of  business of  
his/her  choice. 

I am not talking about progenies of  
businessmen and industrialists who will be 
stepping into their family business but those 
who are iconoclasts to consciously refuse a 
well-paying job to start something of  their 
own. I sincerely feel that more the number 
of  such people the better for the nation since 
they are the potential wealth creators.

Does it mean that we have to have a 
different approach while calibrating policies 
towards grooming up talents? I feel the sooner 
we do that the better. Otherwise, we may have 
to find recourse to number crunching while 
talking about creation of  employment.  Let us 
look at how many times we have changed the 
goal posts. 

A few years ago, we embarked on creating 
500 million jobs in the country to cover the 
backlog of  unemployment and to provide 
employment to people who are joining the 
ranks every year. Could we reach anywhere 
near that? We also talked about skilling people 
to provide the right type of  people to the 
industry, which is  constantly complaining  
that they are not getting the right type of  
people to be employed. I may venture to 
point out that this approach is like distancing 
from reality. No educational institution can 
train students to suit job specifications of  a 
particular industry or group of  industries. It 
is for the industry to train them to mold them 
to their needs.

Let me take a common example. 
Construction sites are very common in every 
urban conglomerate. We have seen people of  
all types working there from highly skilled to 
unskilled people. One can notice two types 
of  on-going work : sites that have a lot of  
skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled people 
getting involved in various types of  work 
depending on their level of  skills. The other 
site, especially in larger construction sites, you 
can see only a few technicians and no workers 

per se because the work is done through 
prefabricated structures, wherein parts of  the 
building  are made elsewhere and brought to 
the site and fabricated by pulling them with 
the help of  cranes  under the supervision of  
engineers and technicians. 

One cannot see any semi or unskilled 
people there. The moot point is that with the 
technology keeping in pace, many people who 
were engaged earlier become redundant and 
they remain unemployed.

With the increased deployment of  Artificial 
Intelligence, Internet of  Things (IOT), cloud 
computing etc. that is going to be more in the 
coming years. Human resources should not be 
treated like other factors of  production such 
as land, technology and organization.  

In the challenging times ahead with 
the type of  demographic pull that we have, 
we have to create ecosystems that address  
such eventualities and find solutions to the 
challenges. For that, the first thing that we 
should realize is that mere rendition of  
demographic dividend without matching 
efforts is only rhetoric. I am sure that everyone 
is listening including the government and the 
industry.
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Can you share your plan for 2021, which is said to be the year 
of Digital Transformation?

Covid-19 has aided enterprises in shifting towards a more pronounced digital world. 
For once cybersecurity and digital transformation will be given a higher priority. The 
performance of  the IT industry shows the increasing focus on the digital transformation 
of  businesses and also the expansion of  digital-driven services to cater to clients across 
the globe. Indian enterprises were expected to spend over $2 billion domestically during 
the period on digital transformation, while the growth of  digital revenue during 2019-20 
is seen at over 23%. But to achieve digital transformation, security is the main concern. 
iValue takes pride in setting new benchmarks for the technology aggregation with 
service backing space. We are building organic and inorganic expertise in the area of  
consulting and services around GRC with new / niche cybersecurity services relevant 
to the heightened risk due to WFA. We are also adding offerings on empowerment area 
which is a key missing element in the fight to stay ahead of  threats with most surveys 
highlighting people to be the weakest link amongst process and technology dimensions. 
iValue is also aggressively pursuing inorganic growth opportunities both on capabilities 
and geography coverage to maximize profitable growth. 

How are you integrating the VAR eco-system for deeper 
penetration?

iValue’s approach to Partner is unique. We focus on a few solutions which complement 
partner key offerings and are relevant to their customer base. We help our partners to 
do focused market development, activity leveraging on our customer analytics. The AI-
driven CRM also helps both iValue and its partners to monitor and optimize efforts 
across all the opportunities to maximize win rates. This alignment helps in expediting 
results with a joint market effort in the market between iValue and Partner teams. Our 
measure is not how many partners we work with but how many solutions we have been 
able to see existing customers and how many new customers we are able to win through 
our unique solutions. 

When we talk about digitization during this pandemic times, 
how according to you, have the Indian enterprises’ adapted 
DX?

The COVID-19 pandemic, work from home and social distancing have accentuated 
a new urgency for digital connectivity and innovation— bringing in an era across all 
sector, that may last well beyond the pandemic. Prior to COVID-19, investments and 
business priorities related to emerging technologies were fragmented. However, post 
COVID-19— Indian enterprises are going to be very much at the fore front of  everything 
we do. They will be aggressive differentiator for how all businesses and ecosystems work. 
The advent of  technologies such as AI, IoT, AR and VR, has today brought into reality 
the feasibility of  conducting online business for sectors such as education, healthcare, 
consulting, retail, all of  which were mainly centred around personal interaction.The 
upsurge in demand from both end-users and businesses during the pandemic has 
reinforced a very positive outlook on the growth across all sectors. Six out of  ten digital 
transformation leaders are fast-tracking initiatives around connecting front, middle, and 
back offices and the drivers for transformation are largely customer focused. While 42 
percent have a focus to reduce and regain the loss of  revenue, 33 percent of  them have 
also suggested to develop newer channels to serve customers.However, enterprises are 
now focused on allying their emerging technology strategies with the overall business 
goals to ensure not just potentialendurance but also achieve a competitive edge.

As a VAD how are you supporting the OEMs to reach the last 
mile?

The challenges of  the pandemic time can be broadly split into 3 phases - Survival, 
Ramp-up and Transformation. Thanks to our offerings which are relevant in all the 
3 phases, we have been able to keep up the business momentum for our OEMs and 
partners with 20% growth in the 1st two months of  the year over previous years. Thanks 
to our practice teams, we continuously engage 600+ enterprise customers in a focused 
way and are involved with many of  them in all the 3 phases. We continue to evolve to 
meet the emerging needs of  our customers and partners.

Last but not the least what are the key 
verticals to show a positive growth in 
the coming year?

iValue’s DNA - Data, Network and Application 
Management has been evolving to meet the emerging 
needs of  our customers and partners. iValue 
improved on its profitability and grew by more than 
30% in the 1st six months. We continue to invest to 
build capabilities around services and the consulting 
area around cybersecurity along with training.Market 
trends such as Privacy, Compliance and Automation 
driven by Analytics, AI and ML, Cloud Transition, 
Co-location DC will drive revenue streams. Big Data 
& IoT solutions, Cloud-Edge securities, Defense-in-
depth securities with Zero Trust Framework, Network 
Forensics, prescriptive & predictive maintenance, 
User & Entity Behavior Analysis, etc. are also in the 
race. Cybersecurity is still the highest challenge for 
most CISOs. iValue continues to focus on offerings 
that help the customer stay ahead of  these needs in 
the coming years. Our approach in the market is to 
consultatively understand and address customers 
business and IT needs around DNA offerings with a 
medium to long-term perspective. 

KRISHNARAJ SHARMA
DIRECTOR AND CEO  
IVALUEINFOSOLUTIONS 

IVALUE TAKES PRIDE IN SETTING NEW BENCHMARKS FOR THE 
TECHNOLOGY AGGREGATION WITH SERVICE BACKING SPACE
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Inviting Partners to Join Our Journey..

DIVIDED WE SURVIVE
TOGETHER WE THRIVE
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What are the core competencies 
of Hitachi Vantara and 
how are you serving the 
industry with various ranges 
of Storage solutions?

Hitachi is a unique company on the planet 
which has a combination of  IT and OT 
expertise, as well as existing technology assets 
and domain expertise. With more than 119,00 
patents, an annual R&D budget of  $2.9 billion 
and more than 2,700 employees dedicated to 
innovation, our solutions provide superior data 
management, data governance, data mobility, 
data analytics and IoT technologies. Hitachi 
Vantara is a Data-Ops company. We remain 
committed to innovating in our infrastructure 
portfolio to help our customers handle their data 
while charting a path to the future of  analytics 
and IoT to optimise data on the edge.  

“We have a stated position of  acquiring 
#1 position in the enterprise segment of  the 
external storage market and gaining market 
share in the mid-market and mid-sized enterprise 
segment. Our new product announcements and 
investments in the partner ecosystem, give us a 
clear sight of  the goal. We expect our partners 
to evolve along with us in terms of  expertise, 
coverage and therefore sales and branding.” 

Our goal is to build a partner network that 
is self-sustaining, value-selling, and sustainable, 
which forms the crux of  our channel strategy in 
India. To do this, we empower our partners to 
invest in eligible resource selling solutions and 
provide their clients with deep and substantive 
interaction leveraging their resources and 
complementary services and expertise. We 
have significant and attractive investments lined 
up for our partners who drive our growth in 
Midrange and Mid-Market segments in terms of  
focussed marketing, tele-calling and enablement 
training apart from commercial incentives. 

As digital transformation is 
core of every business of the 
enterprises, how Hitachi Vantara 
is addressing their needs into 
infrastructure demand? 

India was on a constant growth trajectory 
always. However, over the last 3 to 4 years, the 
growth has accelerated even further and will 
continue to do so for the next 5 years – current 
Covid being just a temporary inconvenience. The 
digital transformation of  businesses has led to a 
significant increase in the creation, consumption, 
and analysis of  data. Several new processes and 
technologies need to be introduced to support 
consumers with their Data Ops projects that 
fuel their Digital Transformation. 

ANUPAM NAGAR
Senior Director - Channels and Alliance

Hitachi Vantara 

We at Hitachi Vantara offer a very robust 
portfolio of  products and solutions for enabling 
Digital Transformation to our customers with 
their data – Solutions to STORE their data, 
ENABLE their data, ACTIVATE their data and 
then MONITIZE their data.

Our portfolio provides Industry’s best 
building blocks, Customized and Engineered 
Appliances and several packaged solutions with 
our Alliance Partners such as Cisco, VmWare, 
Broadcom, Commvault and Veritas. We add to 
it our highly reliable Support and Professional 
Services and Industry’s only 100% Data 
Availability Guarantee.  Our partners help us to 
enable our customers to consume our solutions 
on the model of  their choice – Outright 
purchase, Opex or As-A-Service.

Can you share the GTM strategy 
for India business and how are 
you integrating the partner 
eco-system into your business?

At Hitachi Vantara, we are immensely 
proud of  how tightly we match our technology 
activities with our main technology and Go-To-
Market partners. We have a deep community of  
collaborators in India who will take advantage 
of  our technologies, combine them with their 
IPs and drive the roll-out of  solutions. We go to 
market with some very skilled and accomplished 
GSIs, VARs, ISVs and Value-added Distributors. 
Our Sales and Services teams work with them in 
the Enterprise Segment and we have a unique 
Partner-led model in the Commercial Segment. 
Our Enablement engine keeps all our partners 
skilled to provide the best solutions to our 
customers. Our new Midrange solutions are 
Partner-only solutions for Sales and Support, 
giving them significant opportunities to augment 
their Services revenues. 

Pls. share about your Partner 
Programme, which is believed 
to be the key driver of most 
of the business houses

Hitachi Vantara Partner Program is 
based on three key principles: 
• PREDICTABLE: Established, potential 

evidence offerings that exploit an integrated 
portfolio and transparent standards for third 
party incorporation and repeatability

• PROFITABLE: Create IP and service 
catalogue using automation software in a 
repeatable, productive way that expands 
touchpoints and enhances consumer value.

• PIONEERING: Extend relevance across 
consumers by aligning technologies and 
market results at the IT level with the 
Innovation Hub.

These principles are at the core of  our 
Partner Program design since a well-structured 
partner programme that is easy to follow, 
understand and useful to all parties is important. 
Any Innovative Partner Program cannot be 
static – it must change in line with business 
imperatives and it should also be able to create 
the desired change. Our program incorporates 
these changes based on the constant feedback 
we receive from our Partner Community. Our 
Partner Program provides our partners with the 
necessary skills, tools and information required 
to provide right solutions to our customers. They 
have access to some of  the best tools to assist 
them in their marketing efforts and Customer 
Proposal building. Along with increased partner 
benefits with increase in partnership levels they 
also have access to a unique Rebate program to 
reward them for their efforts in mutually agreed 
segments and initiatives. 

What are the new solutions that 
Hitachi Vantara has introduced 
recently to address the sizable 
demand in the industry?  

Early this year Hitachi Vantara released its 
entry-level storage system, the Hitachi Virtual 
Storage Platform G130, for the Indian market. 
VSP G130 is an evolution of  VSP G series hybrid 
flash systems that support smaller data centre 
upgrade projects and include agile data storage 
with reduced expense to SMBs, remote or 
branch offices that need local backup capacities, 
DAS environments, and streamlined virtual 
server deployments. With the announcement of  
the new Storage family – the VSP 5000 family 
and the VSP 990 family and a range of  Digital 
Services solutions, we have a large portfolio that 
our clients will carry to their customers and win 
big. 

Recently, Hitachi Vantara announced new 
offerings to Support Data Infrastructure needs 
of  Midsized Enterprises. The expansion of  its 
E Series line of  high performance- NVMe all-
flash arrays will provide new all-flash storage 
solutions, virtual storage as a service offering, 
new NAS product and expanded revenue 
opportunities for partners. 

PREDICTABLE, PROFITABLE & PIONEERING 
ARE THE STRONG PRINCIPLES OF 

HITACHI'S PARTNER PROGRAM

CHANNEL CHIEF
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Gartner has released its annual Magic 
Quadrant for Hyperconverged Infrastructure 
(HCI) Software research note, and StorMagic 
is proud to have been recognized in the report 
for the third time, for its ability to execute and 
completeness of vision. StorMagic’s position 
within the Quadrant has moved up this time 
around, acknowledging improvements the 
organization has made within the past year.   

As in years past, StorMagic has been 
acknowledged as a “Niche Player” in the 
Quadrant, which they accredit to their 
continued dedication to developing solutions 
tailored towards edge computing 
environments. StorMagic’s lightweight virtual 
SAN solution, SvSAN, is designed to meet the 
unique needs of edge sites, including retail 
stores, manufacturing facilities, hotels, 
airports, and any other location that requires 
onsite processing and storage of data for 
mission critical applications. It enables high 
availability, utilizing minimal hardware (just 
two server nodes per site), and is available at 
an incredibly low cost -- all of which are 
important factors for organizations looking to 
implement HCI solutions at the network edge.

StorMagic attributes its strength and expertise 
in the edge space to helping them gain 
recognition as a Niche Player in this year’s 
report. The organization prides itself on its 
ability to supply solutions that are 
purpose-built to meet the unique 
requirements of small, edge and remote sites.

“For three years running, StorMagic has been 
positioned as a Niche player due to our 
maniacal focus on delivering what customers 
need at their edge and small datacenter sites,” 
said Bruce Kornfeld, chief marketing and 
product o�icer at StorMagic. “Since we’ve 
been listed in this research, StorMagic has 
moved further than any other vendor in the 
Niche quadrant which underscores our 
dedication to listening to customers and our 
ability to deliver to the market.”

Download the 2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant 
at the following link: 
https://link.stormagic.com/gartner2020

StorMagic attributes its 
strength and expertise in the 
edge space to helping them 
gain recognition as a Niche 
Player in this year’s report.

GARTNER MAGIC QUADRANT 
FOR HYPERCONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE SOFTWARE 2020: 

STORMAGIC RECOGNIZED AS A NICHE PLAYER
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DOWNLOAD THE GARTNER 
MAGIC QUADRANT REPORT AT:
https://link.stormagic.com/gartner2020

IN THE 2020 GARTNER MAGIC QUADRANT 
FOR HYPERCONVERGED INFRASTRUCTURE SOFTWARE

We’re one of the 
most cost-e�ective 
solutions for edge 
and ROBO HCI 
deployments – just 
read our reviews on 
Gartner Peer 
Insights!

We’re working 
closely with HPE and 
Lenovo to provide 
dedicated solutions 
designed for edge 
computing 
environments.

With StorMagic 
SvSAN, use any 
server hardware or 
hypervisor, use 
heterogenous nodes 
and add additional 
compute-only nodes 
without additional 
licenses.

DOWNLOAD 
THE 2020 
GARTNER MAGIC

QUADRANT
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HOT BYTES

IndiGrid Collaborates with IBM for 
Digital Transformation of Critical Power 
Infrastructure

IBM and India Grid Trust 
(“IndiGrid”) has announced 
a multi-year collaboration 
agreement to build an artificial 
intelligence (AI)-enabled asset 
management platform. IndiGrid 
will deploy a hybrid cloud solution with IBM Maximo Application Suite 
running on the secure and open IBM Cloud to optimize the quality & 
utilization of  its assets throughout their lifecycle, increase productive 
uptime through preventative & predictive maintenance, drive efficiency & 
reduce operating costs - ultimately delivering better value to its investors.

Enterprise asset management (EAM) is crucial for obtaining 
the insights and visibility needed to maintain and control intelligent 
assets and equipment. According to International Data Corporation 
(IDC), monitoring performance and scheduling repairs with predictive 
maintenance alone can reduce costs by 15%-20%, improve asset availability 
by 20% and extend the lives of  machines by years. 

Google Chrome collaborates with ESET 
to fight against online threats

ESET has announced continuing to partner with Google to protect 
Google Chrome users. ESET’s award-winning technology is used by 
Google to scan, identify and remove unwanted software encountered 
by users of  Chrome for Windows. The extension of  the cooperation on 
Chrome Cleanup, part of  Chrome’s Safe Browsing feature, continues the 
close collaboration between the world’s most popular browser and the 
leading EU-based cybersecurity vendor’s technology.

The two companies enjoy a broad relationship that also includes a 
collaborative role in which ESET works closely with Google to ensure the 
safety of  the Google Play Store as a partner in the App Defense Alliance. 
ESET also provides data for users of  Chronicle, Google Cloud’s security 
analytics platform, to surface verdicts on malicious files.

As applied in Chrome Cleanup, ESET’s technology is used by Google 
to alert users about unwanted or potentially harmful software attempting 
to get on users’ devices through stealth—for example, by being bundled 
into a download of  legitimate software or content. Google Chrome, using 
ESET’s security technology, then provides users with the option to remove 
the unwanted software. Chrome Cleanup operates in the background, 
without visibility or interruptions to the user. It deletes the unwanted 
software and notifies the user once the cleanup has been successfully 
completed.

EY appointed as a Microsoft India 
Authorized Learning Partner

EY has been appointed as a Microsoft India authorized learning 
partner. EY has access to a large pool of  Microsoft certified trainers and 
a strong technology consulting team with deep sector knowledge who 
will be closely involved in delivering Microsoft trainings. With Microsoft 
Azure, Microsoft 365 and Microsoft Dynamics 365 training programs, 
EY will expand its existing learning solutions portfolio which includes 
training on finance and accounting, analytics and emerging technology 
trends.

Sandip Khetan, National Leader and Partner, Financial Accounting 
Advisory Services (FAAS), EY India said, “Technology plays a significant 
role in how businesses are run today and we at EY are actively engaged with 
our clients in enabling their digital ecosystem. By becoming a Microsoft 
India Learning Partner, we look forward to enabling a large constituent of  
trained and certified professionals across different technology skillsets. 
This, combined with EY’s strong technology consulting experience and 
implementation capabilities will help participants navigate through their 
professional journey more effectively.”

Fortinet Acquires Panopta to 
enhance its Network Monitoring 
and Remediation portfolio

Fortinet has 
announced to 
acquire Panopta, 
the SaaS platform 
innovator that 
provides full 
stack visibility and automated management of  the health of  an enterprise 
network, including servers, network devices, containers, applications, 
databases, virtual appliances, and cloud infrastructure.

Ken Xie, Founder, Chairman of  the Board, and CEO said, “Given the 
complex and distributed nature of  many IT environments, organizations 
need a high performance, secure network to successfully achieve their 
digital business initiatives. With the convergence of  security and networking 
through a Security-driven Network approach organization can get the 
connectivity and performance that is crucial to protect today’s hyper-
connected businesses. Fortinet’s acquisition of  Panopta complements our 
best-in-class security offerings with a SaaS platform that provides further 
network visibility and agile remediation for hybrid environments, including 
edge and cloud networks, to achieve even greater security and business 
efficiency.”

Tech Mahindra and SAP extend 
global partnership

Tech Mahindra has announced expansion of  its partnership with 
SAP SE to deliver Intelligent Enterprise for customers globally. Tech 
Mahindra has become a SAP global strategic service partner, joining a 
select group of  consultancies working with SAP.

Tech Mahindra and SAP will leverage their respective strengths 
to provide on-premise and cloud-based end-to-end solutions built on 
SAP® Business Technology Platform. Through this new partnership 
agreement, customers will benefit from increased implementation 
services, enhanced solution delivery, increased global access and 
improved pricing options in support of  SAP applications.

Jagdish Mitra, Chief  Strategy Officer and Head of  Growth, 
Tech Mahindra, said, “Our wide ranging SAP solutions have enabled 
us to address all customer needs, from green field implementations 
to complex transformations across the enterprise. This exclusive 
partnership with SAP globally is in line with our TechMNxt charter 
and will enable our customers to accelerate their digital transformation 
journey towards becoming an ‘Intelligent Enterprise’. The collaboration 
will open doors for new and bigger opportunities to deliver market 
ready solutions.”

NITI Aayog and SAP Labs India join 
hands to foster digital literacy and 
boost the India startup ecosystem

Atal Innovation Mission (AIM), NITI Aayog and SAP Labs India 
have strengthened their partnership to promote digital literacy, innovation 
and entrepreneurship in India. As part of  the renewed Statement of  
Intent (SOI), SAP will conduct Training of  Trainers (ToT) under UnBox 
Tinkering for around 500 teachers in the next three years. SAP aims to 
adopt 100 Atal Tinkering Laboratories and impart digital education 
to 30,000 students from the states of  North East, Uttar Pradesh and 
Karnataka.

SAP, under the guidance of  AIM, will create a platform for the 
existing 68 Atal Incubation Centers (AICs) across India. This platform 
will help curate and support the stakeholders' engagement and empower 
all incubators to connect better with their networks in an engaging way.
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LTI Partners with Abu Dhabi Headquartered 
Injazat to Accelerate Digital Transformation

Larsen & Toubro Infotech (BSE code: 540005, NSE: LTI), a global 
technology consulting and digital solutions company has entered into 
a strategic partnership with Injazat, the UAE-based leader in digital 
transformation, to implement its new best-shore service delivery model 
that is set to redefine a new era in regional digital leadership.

This partnership will see Injazat add considerable depth to its digital 
innovation ecosystem and customer centric approach. The new service 
delivery model implemented in partnership with LTI, will provide Injazat’s 
customers with a hybrid of  delivery approaches including onshore, best-
shore, and cloud, and will further advance Injazat’s wider digital delivery 
ecosystem. The partnership builds on the ongoing relationship between 
the two companies and consolidates Injazat’s position as the premier 
multi-cloud service provider in the region, with its InCloud offering.

Wipro bags multi-year contract 
from payments and commerce 
solutions company Verifone

A multi-year contract has been won by Wipro from Verifone which is 
a global firm providing payments and commerce solutions.   

Bruce Gureck, Executive Vice-President, Global Product and 
Engineering, Verifone, said, “Wipro services will complement our in-

house talent, tools and expertise to ensure we remain 
the most trusted, secure and innovative payments 
company, particularly in terms of  providing a flexible, 
all- encompassing omni-channel commerce solution.”

Wipro will develop new features, capabilities and 
interfaces for Verifone's Cloud Services offerings, 
enabling seamless and flexible transaction processing 
for the company. “Buying patterns have been 
disrupted by the pandemic and the payment industry 

is undergoing an overhaul, accelerated by the cashless economy and 
contactless payments. We look forward to supporting Verifone navigate 
this upward trend and bring enhanced value through our deep expertise 
in Cloud Engineering offerings,” said Harmeet Chauhan, Senior Vice-
President, Engineering and R&D Services, Wipro Limited.

NTT deepens its Strategic Global 
Relationship with SAP

NTT Corporation and SAP SE have announced a formation of  
their strategic alliance that creates a holistic partnership, in which both 
companies serve as each other's customers, suppliers and co-innovators.

NTT and SAP have worked together for over 30 years, supporting 
the needs of  enterprise businesses. Together both companies have been 
driving customer success, helping enterprises to adopt integrated solutions 
across hybrid IT infrastructures, security, applications, business technology 
platform, delivery and managed services. The deeper relationship enables 
SAP and NTT to leverage their best capabilities and expertise to deliver 
solutions that help companies transform into intelligent enterprises. 

The strategic alliance creates a new era of  digitally connected 
global value chains and intends to deliver solutions that will support a 
remote and connected world. These solutions will embrace SAP's vision 
of  an intelligent enterprise. They will incorporate the best of  SAP's 
intelligent technologies — the Internet of  Things, edge computing and 
machine learning, to name a few — with NTT's industry-leading suite 
of  information and communications technology (ICT) and hybrid cloud 
capabilities worldwide. These connected value chain solutions, which NTT 
and SAP will look to co-innovate and jointly go-to-market with, will result 
in a more unified and automated collaboration across customers, suppliers, 
retailers, manufacturers and logistics providers. A digitally connected value 
chain will help improve performance, transform the customer experience 
and enable new business models.

Seagate plans RISC-V Cores to Power 
Data Mobility and Trustworthiness

S e a g a t e 
Technology plc 
has designed two 
processors based 
on the open 
RISC-V instruction 
set architecture 
(ISA).

One of  the open standards-enabled cores is designed for high 
performance and the other is area-optimized. The high-performance 
processor has already been built with RISC-V-enabled silicon and 
demonstrated as functional in hard disk drives (HDDs). The area-
optimized core has been designed and is in the process of  being built.

Because both processors offer RISC-V security features, the 
benefits add up to more robust edge-to-cloud data trustworthiness, 
security, and mobility—all essential in the era when so much data is 
on the move.

The announcement, made at the virtual RISC-V Summit 2020, 
is the first public report on the results of  Seagate’s several years of  
collaboration with RISC-V International. 

iValue Partners with Keysight 
Technologies to Offer Network 
Visibility, Security & Test Solutions

iValue InfoSolutions has announced a distribution agreement with 
Keysight Technologies. iValue is the fastest growing VAD at 4+ times 
market growth rates, consistently since inception in 2008, clocking 57% 
CAGR. iValue provides an array of  services driving the adoption of  edge 
technology solution and services in the security, storage and networking 
space. The agreement will bring increased choice of  services and 
solutions including 5G, IoT, cloud services, network security, data center 
infrastructure and virtualization to iValue's customers.

"Technology is changing at an exponential pace, there are more devices, 
compelling software technologies, unprecedented connectivity, high 
speed communication and uncompromised security at the core. Business 
expectations across domains - Energy, Space, Telecom, Automobile, 
Healthcare range from improved design to manufacturing and accelerated 
innovation through continuous monitoring and measurement. Keysight is 
long known for its leadership in helping customers create break through 
products from compelling business ideas. Keysight joins hands with iValue 
to serve one of  the finest customers and partner network to address their 
business challenges through innovative technology products and services," 
says, Harsh Marwah, Chief  Growth Officer at iValue InfoSolutions.

Barracuda Networks claims 72% of COVID-
19-related attacks are scamming  

Barracuda recently came out with new report with key findings about 
the ways cybercriminals are -adapting quickly to current events and new 

tactics- Spear Phishing: Top Threats 
and Trends Vol. 5- Best practices 
to defend against evolving attacks, 
reveals new details about these highly 
targeted threats, including the latest 
tactics used by cybercriminals and 

the steps you can take to defend your business.  
Barracuda’s research reveals key takeaways about how these targeted 

attacks are evolving and the approaches cybercriminals are using to 
maximize their impact. Business email compromise (BEC) makes up 12% 
of  the spear-phishing attacks analyzed an increase from just 7% in 2019.  

72% of  COVID-19-related attacks are scamming. In comparison, 36% 
of  overall attacks are scamming. Attackers prefer to use COVID-19 in their 
less targeted scamming attacks that focus on fake cures and donations. 

HOT BYTES
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ON THE RAMP

NetApp India announces exclusive program 
ELEVATE for Partner Presales Teams 

NetApp announced the launch of  ELEVATE in India. This 
unique initiative will offer new and ongoing engagement and training 
opportunities to help partner presales and technical communities to 
grow their revenue. NetApp is investing in the technical community 
to help improve their ability 
to deliver innovative digital 
transformation solutions for 
customers across the country. 

The initiative focuses on 
developing partners’ technical 
resources and improving 
their skills. This unique 
program will empower a 
select group of  partner presales resources to become ‘data management 
specialists’. With the NetApp Elevate community, the company will 
have a continuous focus on its partners’ presales resources, so that they 
in turn can enable customers’ digital transformation and hybrid cloud 
adoption. 

The program will see collaboration among the finest of  India’s 
presales officials. With ELEVATE, NetApp intends to reach out to 
the partner community across all regions of  India and onboard 100 
members within the year.

Lenovo Data Center Group Delivers 
New Data Management Solutions

Lenovo Data Center Group (DCG) has announced new end-to-end 
data management solutions allowing customers of  all sizes to harness data 
more securely and efficiently, from edge to core to cloud, with a single set 
of  tools and capabilities for a smarter way forward.

“As part of  the journey of  growth and continuing transformation that 
Lenovo DCG and our customers have been on this year, we’re launching 
a new series of  ThinkSystem end-to-end solution updates. These updates 
enable customers to enhance their analytics and AI deployments, which 
will be critical in the coming year as more enterprises big and small realize 
data is the lifeblood of  better decision-making and improved performance. 
We are committed to continuing to equip our customers with easy-to-
use, high-performing and affordable storage products,” said Sumir Bhatia, 
President at Lenovo DCG Asia Pacific.

Axis Communications brings extended 
surveillance to AXIS S3008 Recorder

Axis Communications has introduced the AXIS Companion Video 
Management Software as an invaluable addition to the recently launched 
AXIS S3008 Recorder. Compatible with all Axis products with firmware 
5,50 and later, this comes with an added advantage for customers as they 
can have a tailor-made solution to assist them basis their needs.

Key attributes of  AXIS Companion include: 
• Easy and intuitive surveillance
• Alert notifications
• Flexible user management
• Mobile app for anytime access
• Seamless integration of  audio and video
• Flexible and reliable recording solutions

Sudhindra Holla, 
Director, Axis 
Communications, India 
& SAARC comments, 
“Innovation has always   
been at the core of  our 
organization and the 

propelling factor for our growth. The pandemic has intensified the need 
for smart solutions and surveillance technology across different verticals 
to act as a strong backend support for enterprises. As technology has 
become more pervasive, the updated version of  the software will enhance 
and bring additional value to our customers and provide more functionality 
for improving business operations and augment users' needs.”

Dell XPS 13 with 11th Gen Intel 
Core processors now available 
in India for consumers

The new XPS 13 (9310) is now available for customers with the latest 
11th Gen Intel Core processors, in an aggressive thin and light profile.

Upgraded with the Intel Evo series, the new XPS brings the perfect 
combination of  performance, responsiveness, battery life and stunning 
visuals. Co-engineered with Intel, the Dell XPS 13 is verified to provide a 
seamless experience for entertainment or work, anywhere. With up to i7 
11th Gen Intel Core processors coupled with the Intel Iris Xe graphics, 
the XPS 13 is now even faster, smoother and more immersive.

For customers that value maximum screen space, XPS is delivering its 
latest engineering feat — virtually borderless InfinityEdge display, leading 
the way for even smaller form factor than their predecessors. With a larger 
16:10 display ratio, the new XPS 13 offers more screen space to multitask 
throughout the day and catch all the details of  the latest binge-worthy 
show. 

Kingston brings in three 
new USB Flash Drives

Kingston Technology has announced the launch of  three new 
compelling USB flash drives- Kingston DataTraveler Kyson, Kingston 
DataTraveler 80 and Kingston DataTraveler Duo in India. The new USB 
flash drives aim to provide versatility, flexibility and ultimate connectivity 
on-the-go.

Kingston DataTraveler Kyson (DTKN) -It is a high-performance 
Type-A USB flash drive with extremely fast transfer speeds of  up to 
200MB/s read and 60MB/s write, allowing quick and convenient file 
transfers. With up to 256GB of  storage, users can store and share photos, 
videos, music and other content on the go.

Kingston DataTraveler 80 (DT80)-It is a high-performance USB flash 
drive that supports next-generation Type-C laptops, desktops, smartphones 
and tablets. Designed for professional and business use, DataTraveler 80 
features fast speeds of  up to 200MB/s read and 60MB/s write which 
allows for quick and convenient file transfers.

Kingston DataTraveler Duo (DT Duo)- It features dual USB 
connectors that work with both standard USB Type-A and USB Type-C 
ports to easily share files between laptops, desktops and mobile devices. 
The dual-interface drive is also ideal as extra storage with 32GB and 64GB 
capacities.

Salesforce rolls out Hyperforce in India
Salesforce has rolled out 

its ‘Hyperforce‘architecture in 
India – a global first – which 
will allow organisations to run 
Salesforce solutions on public 
cloud in a secure manner.

This new architecture 
if  adopted will also allow 
Salesforce to tap into sectors 
like banking and finance, 
telecom and public sector in 
India that have strict data compliance requirements.

Salesforce President and COO Bret Taylor said, customers wanted 
Salesforce to be available through data centres that are present in regions 
where they operate in order to meet the local laws and compliances around 
data residency.

Salesforce launched the new ‘Hyperforce’ architecture to help 
customers carry out workloads on public cloud. Previously, the majority 
of  Salesforce’s services were delivered from infrastructure designed and 
operated by Salesforce. 
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Hitachi Vantara brings new offerings 
for midsized Enterprises  

Hitachi Vantara announced the expansion of  its E Series line of  
high performance NVMe all-flash arrays, additions to the HNAS 
family of  NAS solutions, and introduced the Hitachi Virtual Storage 
as a Service aimed at midsized enterprises. The company also unveiled 
new initiatives designed to enable channel partners to help midsized 
enterprise customers accelerate into a new era of  digital business 
platforms and ecosystems. 

With data volumes growing nearly twice as fast as IT budgets (19% 
Y/Y vs. 10% Y/Y), a critical pain point is storing and making that data 
accessible for customers and their applications. With fewer IT staff  
and resources, midsize customers are eager for reliable solutions that 
can reduce their storage costs and drive efficiencies. Hitachi Vantara’s 
solutions address the most important needs of  midmarket buyers, 
providing outstanding value and pricing for customers and partners. 

“Hitachi Vantara has long been the gold standard for high-
performance data storage but today we are raising the bar for midmarket 
storage too,” said Bobby Soni, President, Digital Infrastructure, Hitachi 
Vantara. “We are enabling all the industry leading capabilities and 
intelligent software that have fueled the success of  the VSP 5000 down 
market to our new E-series midmarket products, with aggressive price 
points and enhanced ease of  use. With our new as-a-Service offering, 
we’re further easing the burden of  managing infrastructure so customers 
can focus on what matters most – managing their business.”

Verizon Business adds Silver Peak Unity 
EdgeConnect edge platform to its portfolio 

Verizon Business is expanding its Software Defined-Wide Area Network 
(SD WAN) portfolio to include the Silver Peak Unity EdgeConnect edge 
platform as a managed service offering. 

Recently acquired by Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company, 
the addition of  the Silver Peak EdgeConnect platform to Verizon’s SD 
WAN portfolio provides enterprises with new optionality to transition 
to an SD WAN with integrated WAN Optimization environment for the 
management of  business applications.  

“There’s a transformative shift in the way that enterprises are looking 
to manage their WAN edge architecture, particularly in the context of  
today’s business climate. Legacy networks simply can’t keep up with the 
requirements of  today’s cloud-first enterprises and the addition of  the 
Silver Peak EdgeConnect platform to Verizon’s SD WAN portfolio is 
yet another achievement in driving value to businesses looking for rapid 
deployment of  SD WAN and WAN Optimization experiences,” said 
Aamir Hussain, Senior Vice President of  Business Products at Verizon 
Business.

Acer launches "aiWorks Solution" on 
servers and workstations in India

ACER, one of  the leading global technology brands, today announced 
the launch of  "aiWorks solution" in India, an Artificial Intelligence 
Computing Platform. It provides the best streamlined and cost-effective 
integrated solutions on servers, workstations, networks, and storage. Acer 
aiWorks is an amalgamation of  Altos BrainSphere™ series of  computing 
system products (including servers, PC workstations, etc.), and Acer Altos 
Accelerator Resource Manager (AARM) smart accelerator computing 
resource management system. Besides, aiWorks solution also, provide 
customers and developers with different artificial intelligence computing 

system choices, rapid deployment 
of  a development environment, and 
optimization of  artificial intelligence 
accelerator resource allocation.

Sudhir Goel, Chief  Business 
Officer, Acer India said, “We are 
excited to bring Acer aiWorks solution 
to India. One of  the keystones of  a 

successful business is a robust, resilient, and reliable IT infrastructure. 
With the growing demand, there is an increased workload. Acer is 
aiming to meet this need by bringing in a range of  Acer Altos server and 
workstation solutions to India built on Ai platform to help our customers 
to be future-ready.”

IBM launches new innovative capabilities 
for Watson to support hindi language

IBM has announced innovative new capabilities planned for IBM 
Watson designed to help scale the use of  AI by businesses.

Developed by IBM Research, the new capabilities are designed to 
improve the automation of  AI, provide a higher degree of  precision in 
natural language processing, and foster greater trust in outcomes derived 
from AI predictions. They include:
• Reading Comprehension is based on an innovative question-answering 

(QA) system from IBM Research.  
• FAQ Extraction uses a novel NLP technique from IBM Research to 

automate the extraction of  Q&A pairs from FAQ documents.
• A new intent classification model is now available in IBM Watson 

Assistant.  
• Watson Discovery now includes support for 10 new languages 

including Hindi. 

TeamViewer updates AR Support to its 
integration on Salesforce AppExchange

TeamViewer has announced the update of  its app on Salesforce 
AppExchange, empowering customers to create TeamViewer Service 
Cases and provide remote support right from Salesforce cases, contacts, 
accounts, leads as well as any other custom Salesforce object.  Users can 

now initiate TeamViewer 
Pilot sessions empowering 
technicians and frontline 
workers using Augmented 
Reality (AR) to help 
anyone, anywhere – with 
3D object tracking, you can 

place spatial markers that “stick” to real-world objects, highlight things 
and add text annotations in the live video stream that employee, partner or 
customer show users through their mobile device camera.

Woodson Martin, GM of  Salesforce AppExchange, comments, “The 
updated TeamViewer app is a welcome addition to AppExchange, as 
they power digital transformation for customers by enabling a variety of  
remote support solutions. AppExchange is constantly evolving to enable 
our partners to build cutting-edge solutions to drive customer success."

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Accelerates 
Mainstream Enterprise Adoption for High 
Performance Computing with HPE GreenLake 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) announced that it is accelerating 
mainstream enterprise adoption of  high performance computing (HPC) 
by offering its market-leading HPC solutions as a service through HPE 
GreenLake. The new HPE GreenLake cloud services for HPC allow 
customers to combine the power of  an agile, elastic, pay-per-use cloud 
experience with the world’s most-proven, market-leading HPC systems 
from HPE. Now any enterprise can tackle their most demanding compute 
and data-intensive workloads, to power AI and ML initiatives, speed time 
to insight, and create new products and experiences through a flexible as-
a-service platform that customers can run on-premises or in a colocation 
facility.

The new offering removes the complexity and cost associated with 
traditional HPC deployments by delivering fully managed, pre-bundled 
services based on purpose-built HPC systems, software, storage and 
networking solutions that come in small, medium or large options. 
Customers can order these through a self-service portal with simple point-
and-click functions to choose the right configuration for their workload 
needs and receive services in little as 14 days.

ON THE RAMP
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Airtel Business announces Customer Advisory 
Board for its Product Innovation Roadmap

Airtel Business has announced the launch of  its Customer Advisory 
Board with the objective of  making its customers equal stakeholders in its 
product development journey. The Board will have representation from 
Airtel’s top enterprise customers cutting across a diverse set of  industries/

sectors.
The Board will meet at 

regular intervals to deliberate 
and offer counsel on customer 
issues and emerging technology 
trends to help Airtel Business 
align its innovation roadmap to 
the strategic requirements of  

its customers and create the right solutions for the market. The forum 
will also provide Airtel’s key enterprise customers an early view of  the 
advanced capabilities that the company is building.

Ajay Chitkara, Director and CEO, Airtel Business says, “The formation 
of  the Customer Advisory Board is a step towards engaging even more 
deeply with our customers to get insights into how we can help them 
accelerate their digital transformation journeys. It is a privilege for us to be 
able to collaborate with some of  the brightest minds in the Indian industry 
to co-create products based on shared vision of  the future.”

Tenda unveils all new AC19 High speed 
Gigabit Wireless Router in India

Tenda has launched its all-new AC19 Smart Dual-Band Gigabit Wi-Fi 
Router in India. The introduction of  the new router is an extension to its 
existing portfolio; will be strengthening existing smart Wi-Fi router line-up 
of  Tenda while providing secure, reliable, and blazing fast Wi-Fi speeds.

Tenda AC19 is a dual-band gigabit wireless router specially designed 
for households that require high-speed internet access. It supports 
802.11ac wave2 Technology and provides Wi-Fi speeds up to 2033 Mbps 
(2.4 GHz: 300Mbps, 5GHz: 1733Mbps) to achieve the best performance. 
The new router is equipped with the latest 4X4 MU-MIMO technology 
of  5GHz band that yields wider Wi-Fi coverage and a faster Wi-Fi speed 
as compared to regular routers with older 3X3 MU-MIMO technology.

The newly launched Tenda AC19 is stocked with 28nm 1GHz CPU 
equipped with 500MHz co-processor, dual-core design that helps in faster 
processing speed and in optimized operation. Also, the router has an in-
built signal amplifier used both on 2.4GHz and 5GHz bands of  AC19 to 
enhance the penetration capability and expand the Wi-Fi coverage. It is 
also the first router from Tenda to use 6*6 dBi external antennas and four 
data streams of  5Ghz band to provide a better 5GHz Wi-Fi signal. 

Nokia along with Vi Business partner to 
enable digital transformation for enterprises

Nokia has announced partnering with Vi Business to offer future-
ready services that will help enterprises to digitally transform, and improve 
efficiency, reduce operational costs and enhance security.

As the adoption of  future-ready network solutions increases, 
this partnership will offer differentiated propositions in cutting edge 
technologies like Fixed Wireless Access (FWA), private wireless and 
gigabit passive optical networks. Under this partnership, Vi Business will 
enable enterprises to use best-in-class technologies to increase operational 
efficiency, enhance business agility and increase the security of  their 
infrastructure. 

Indian enterprises across different business verticals are leveraging 
technology advancements to evolve in line with changing workforce 
conditions and customers. Technology trends, including automation, 
Internet of  Things (IoT) and cloud promise to herald a new era of  the 
digital workplace. Indian enterprises can take advantage of  the immense 
opportunities in the new digital hyper-connected, ‘always-on’ world 
by transforming themselves. Together, Nokia and Vi Business are well 
positioned to help enterprises transform to meet the dynamic demands of  
this new digital economy.

Bharti Airtel with IBM and Red Hat boosts 
its Open Hybrid Cloud Network deployment

IBM and Bharti Airtel have completed the first phase of  Airtel’s Open 
Hybrid Cloud Network built with IBM and Red Hat's portfolio of  hybrid 
cloud and cognitive enterprise capabilities.

Airtel’s customers and ecosystem partners will have a flexible foundation 
to build and deploy innovative applications on the cloud network. They 
will also gain enhanced performance, availability, automation and scaling, 
all the way from the core to the network edge. 

Airtel has been working with IBM to integrate end-to-end advanced 
automation and plans to embed AI capabilities in the future as a core part 
of  its network transformation. In this first phase, IBM and Airtel have co-
developed a “single click” automated hybrid cloud design and deployment 
capability and “light touch” operations. This will enable Airtel to rapidly 
improve network connectivity and accelerate its continued core network 
transformation. As a result, Airtel will be able to scale to meet increased 
customer demand, onboard new partners more quickly and speed the 
launch of  innovative cloud-based services. 

Govt to set up Rs 1 cr data centres, to launch 
massive Wi-Fi networks by the title PM-WANI

The Union Cabinet decided to launch a PM- Wi-Fi Access Network 
Interface to unleash a massive WIFI network in India, in a bid to provide 
public Wi-Fi service.

With this, public data centres will be opened across the country, says 
Union Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad.

"There will be no licence, fee or registration for it," Ravi Shankar 
Prasad said.

The Public Wi-Fi Access Network Interface will be known as PM-
WANI, Information Technology (IT) Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad 
announced.

The Union Minister also said that the proposal will promote growth of  
public Wi-Fi networks in the country. Prasad also said that businesses can 
take services from Bharti Airtel, Reliance Jio or any such internet service 
provider (ISP) and use their physical location to provide Wi-Fi to anyone 
who happens to be nearby.

BSNL brings in Satellite Based 
Narrowband-IoT

BSNL with Skylotech India have 
announced a breakthrough in satellite-
based NB-IoT (Narrowband-Internet of  
Things), in pursuance of  Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi’s vision of  a Digital 
India – starting with fishermen, farmers, 
and construction, mining, and logistics 
enterprises.

India will now have access to a 
ubiquitous fabric of  connectivity for 
millions of  yet unconnected machines, sensors and industrial IoT devices 
with this solution. This new ‘Made in India' solution, which is indigenously 
developed by Skylo, will connect with BSNL's satellite ground infrastructure 
and provide PAN-India coverage, including the Indian seas.

PK Purwar, CMD BSNL, said, “The solution is in line with BSNL's 
vision to leverage technology to provide affordable and innovative telecom 
services and products across customers segments. Skylo would also help 
provide critical data for the logistics sector to enable effective distribution 
of  COVID-19 vaccine in 2021 and will be a big contributor in service to 
the nation.”

“For centuries, industries, including agriculture, railways and fisheries, 
have been operating offline, and have not had the opportunity to take full 
advantage of  the latest advancements in AI and IoT until today. This is 
the world's first satellite-based NB-IoT network and I am proud to launch 
this capability in India to transform lives and our domestic industries,” said 
Parthsarathi Trivedi, CEO and Co-Founder, Skylo.
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IDEMIA awarded in AFI's 2020 
Inclusive Fintech Showcase

IDEMIA has been awarded second place in the 2020 AFI Inclusive 
Fintech Showcase for its digital identity solution for disadvantaged 
groups. The company was one of  12 finalists in the showcase, which 
recognizes innovative solutions that are helping to address the fallout 
from the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond. 

In a virtual presentation to AFI’s final jury, Ali Akbar, Director of  
Business Intelligence for IDEMIA’s Digital Business Unit highlighted 
how IDEMIA’s Digital Identity Platform can be leveraged by 
FinTechs and regulators to provide identity verification methods to 
the underserved – enabling them to easily and securely register their 
identities and thus access basic services. In the COVID-19 context, 
this can enable the swift roll out of  financial aid to the most vulnerable 
and hard-to-access populations.

“We are extremely pleased to be recognized by AFI,” said Matthew 
Cole, CEO of  IDEMIA’s SET Division. “By reducing the hurdles to 
financial inclusion and leveraging risk-based KYC approaches, we can 
create channels through which the world’s most vulnerable populations 
can access essential services and enter the digital financial world.”

Taiwan Excellence's smart living, ICT 
products showcase at virtual Taiwan Expo

Taiwan Excellence is participating in Taiwan Expo 2020 being held 
virtually this year due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Re-enforcing its presence 
as a creator and promoter of  smart living, smart lifestyle and ICT products 
at the strategically efficient annual event, Taiwan Excellence’s presence will 
drive essential traffic towards the Expo.

The virtual event being held from 16th to 18th December 2020, is 

providing a platform to connect a network between Taiwanese and Indian 
companies for exploring business opportunities together. It is organized 
by the Bureau of  Foreign Trade, MOEA and Taiwan External Trade 
Development Council (TAITRA).

Through a virtual presence at the Taiwan Expo, top notch Taiwanese 
brands have put up a splendid show displaying a range of  products such 
as healthcare equipment, smart lifestyle enhancement appliances and ICT 
gadgets. As many as 24 Taiwan Excellence awarded brands present in the 
TE pavilion have showcased their products within three main categories 
- ICT and Machinery, Smart Living as well as Healthcare. Taiwan 
Excellence’s award-winning and cutting-edge products have been much in 
demand, especially as the world grapples with the COVID-19 pandemic 
and there has been a worldwide boom in remote working and learning. 
To ensure business and learning continuity during this crisis, one of  the 
mainstays has been the need for robust, easy-to-use communication tools.

OPPO with nendo showcases New 
Conceptual design at CIIDE

OPPO recently showcased multiple new conceptual designs 
based on its human-centric design philosophy at the 4th China 
International Industrial Design Expo (CIIDE). Leading Japanese 
design studio nendo, founded by Oki Sato, created these conceptual 
designs for OPPO. The China International Industrial Design Expo 
is a national-level event focused on industrial design in China. With 
this year’s theme of  “New Designs, New Trends, New Momentum,” 
OPPO put on a retrospective exposition, showcasing classic 
industry-leading product designs from throughout its history.

OPPO’s breakthrough in design also extends to its cutting-
edge camera technology. In 2014, OPPO released the world's first 
motorized rotating camera smartphone –N3. In 2018, its full-screen 
display smartphone, Find X, utilized a pioneering sliding design 
which enabled the camera to pop out from within the phone when 
activated. This innovation integrated 11 components, including front 
and rear cameras and sensors, and resulted in a screen-to-body ratio 
of  93.8%. In 2019, OPPO broke even more boundaries with the 
launch of  the Reno 10x Zoom and its unique pivot rising structure, 
which has since inspired new design ideas within the smartphone 
industry. 

In November this year, OPPO once again demonstrated its 
latest exploration into mobile phone form factors with the OPPO 
X 2021 rollable conceptual handset at the OPPO INNO DAY 2020 
event. The size of  the conceptual device’s rollable display is infinitely 
adjustable within a specified range, offering a new perspective on the 
future of  devices and how humans might interact with them.

C AllStar hosts Asia's first 
virtual Minecraft concert

The famous Hong Kong pop group threw a virtual concert for 
eager fans on Minecraft and Microsoft Teams, redefining innovative 
entertainment experiences

HONG KONG SAR - Large-scale concerts with raving fans may never 
be the same again. With the support of  Microsoft and Cyberport, Hong 
Kong digital entertainment company Kre8Lab launched "The Show Must 
Go On", a brand-new interactive concept that brings virtual entertainment 
experiences to the public.

Hong Kong's local music group, C AllStar, held Asia's first live virtual 
Minecraft concert in August 2020 leveraging Microsoft's popular online 
gaming platform, Minecraft. 

The virtual concert saw eager fans participate in an interactive 
entertainment experience, combining music, gaming, and live streaming in 
one single platform.  A second edition of  the live virtual concert, aimed at 
reaching even more fans, will launch on Minecraft in late December 2020.

Recognizing the impact COVID-19 has had on the music and 
entertainment scene, Kre8Lab saw an opportunity to create immersive 
and virtual entertainment experiences, with open-world game Minecraft 
as the key. The Kre8Lab team designed and built a performance venue 
resembling the Hong Kong Coliseum in the game, giving birth to massive 
potential for virtual concerts.

Built on a robust and secure Microsoft Azure cloud platform, this 
immersive virtual experience on Minecraft connected fans from all around 
the world, through a combination of  music and gaming.
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TEAMVIEWER STRIVES TO HAVE A HOLISTIC 
APPROACH IN OFFERING SOLUTIONS

According to industry veterans, the Covid-19 
has made us tech savvy. The businesses have 
transformed to cope up with the situation, 
employees have welcomed remote working as the 
new normal. On this backdrop, VARINDIA has 
organized a webinar on the topic of  transforming 
business in the time of  uncertainty along with 
TeamViewer and its partners - TechnoBind and 
Rabita Software. 

On how TeamViewer is leveraging its 
technology, Krunal Patel, Director, TeamViewer, 
says, “TeamViewer is observing their 15 years of  
anniversary this year. Since the beginning they had 
only one mission and vision to connect anything 
anywhere. For 15 years TeamViewer has evolved 
as a leading remote connectivity platform not only 
catering to used-cases of  connecting computers 
or laptops, mobiles but also connecting to 
augmented reality-based products, virtual world 
to physical world. TeamViewer has solution 
plethora of  use cases in the industry. We have use 
cases for manufacturing industry or health-care 
industry. Teamviewer has always strived to create 
simple, universal products. Having a network of  
over 200 countries, the company has brought 
new products.” 

Teamviewer has always strived to have a 
holistic approach in offering solutions which are 
simple, secure, easy -to-use and cost-effective. 
Krunal explains certain features on their 

approach towards security and data privacy for 
partners adopting or selecting a new technology 
as a solution. He says, “Whether it is your 
infrastructure network or product security, we 
bring the highest standards of  security in our 
products. Being a GDPR company made in 
Germany, it is important for us to comply with 
the GDPR guidelines and hence on the data 
privacy front we collect only minimum data 
required to connect to the other party, and in a 
very transparent way by design. With the frame 
transfer patented algorithm, we are actually not 
transferring any data anywhere so it is a zero 
knowledge, design, fully encrypted end to end.” 

TechnoBind is TeamViewer’s partner and 
distributor. It is the first Specialist Distributor in 
the Indian IT channels space, offering a hybrid 
distribution model placed synergistically between 
broad-based and niche distribution, to deliver 
high business value for its reseller partners. 
TechnoBind helps partners to implement 
solutions, which solve specific business pain 
points arising out of  the rapidly changing facets 
of  technology for businesses. The company's 
sole focus has been on technologies that help 
the customer handle Data and the associated 
challenges of  Data Treatment. 

Supporting Krunal’s words, Prashanth G J, 
CEO, TechnoBind, comments, “Technobind’s 
association with TeamViewer is been close to a 

From a security point of view, 
customers get a single tool 
from TeamViewer with all the 
features, so they do not have 
to go to multiple vendors.

TeamViewer has always 
strived to have a holistic 
approach in offering solutions 
which are simple, secure, 
easy -to-use and cost-
effective. 

TechnoBind helps partners 
to implement solutions, 
which solve specific business 
pain points arising out of the 
rapidly changing facets of 
technology for businesses.

BHARGAVA S.J.P
Co-Founder Partner, Rabita Software

PRASHANTH G J
CEO, TechnoBind

KRUNAL PATEL
Director, TeamViewer,

year, which is a big endorsement for Technobind’s 
go-to-market strategy in terms of  used case base 
focus. In last one month we have extraordinary 
journey, we are growing month-on-month with 
the support from TeamViewer and all the other 
partners. Even before the pandemic we have 
a lot of  use cases for the customers and the 
post-pandemic situation with remote work has 
become more closely aligned to the customers’ 
business requirements.” 

Bhargava S.J.P, Co-Founder Partner, 
Rabita Software also supports Krunal’s 
words in supporting companies for digital 
transformation. He points out, “Digital 
transformation for companies around the 
globe was not easy. TeamViewer plays such an 
important role as a simple tool to use for pharma 
companies. Especially for non-IT companies 
in manufacturing who are working remotely. 
TeamViewer has connected them. They can 
connect from their mobile devices. This is a 
major transformation which I look at. According 
to me, people are interested in TeamViewer’s 
technologies and they are ready to invest in such 
technologies. Also, from a security point of  
view, customers can get a single tool with all the 
features, so they do not have to go to multiple 
vendors, they can choose a single vendor which 
can give them all the solutions. TeamViewer is 
preferable from every aspect if  that is security or 
technology.”
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AI AND ML: IS IT A BOON OR BANE 
FOR CYBER SECURITY?

The year 2020 has been an year of roller coaster ride for all. Due to pandemic, at the work font we have witnessed 
a boost in remote working which gave an opportunity to cyber criminals to attack remote working group as 
there are working away from the protected environment of office networks. There was a surge in the number of 
malicious attacks and cyber frauds across the globe. Cyber fraud including payment and identity card theft which 
account for more than 55% of all cybercrime lead to major losses for organizations. Security Professionals all over 
the world are constantly ensuring safety for the companies and their employees. According to experts, stay up to 
date, backup data and cyber awareness among employees are the major guidelines to fight against this. To know 
more about this, VARINDIA has asked some questions to security experts and here are their answers:

More organizations to leverage 
AI to tackle cyber threats

RAJESH CHANDIRAMANI
Senior VP and Global Business Head - ESRM, 
AI & Data Analytics, Tech Mahindra

“COVID-19 has transformed businesses, making digital first a business priority. The rapid 
transition to remote working and increased use of  technology and collaboration tools and widespread 
use of  BYOD(Bring Your Own Device) policy, has exposed organizations to higher cyber threats 
making robust cybersecurity policies imperative. Digital solutions, powered by Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), are proving to be a game-changer to secure IT networks by monitoring signs of  malicious 
behaviour to safeguard people, communication and data. Therefore, we expect more organisations to 
leverage AI to tackle cyber threats, analyse risks, accelerate response time and augment security vastly 
to safeguard sensitive data and assure maximum compliance with privacy and regulatory requirements. 
We, at Tech Mahindra, have the right alliance partnerships, in-house solution capabilities on all major 
AI driven cyber-defence solutions, tool providers to ensure that security posture of  our customers 
are always updated and aligned to latest threats, and advanced features like zero trust framework, 
cyber analytics, threat intelligence, auto-remediation & orchestrations to keep them secure and one 
step ahead of  the attackers.”

Cyber-attacks has grown with the 
surging adoption of the BYOD policy

ASHIS GUHA
CEO, Rah Infotech

With the number of  devices getting connected to the network increasing, the attack surface was 
expected to grow.  During the ongoing pandemic, BYOD practices happened over communications 
network that are not fully secured as employees had to resort to various internet networks including 
public and mobile networks. BYOD has increased the probability of  more cyber-attacks.

As the entire world worked from home (WFH) during the pandemic, the hitherto not-so-tech-
using domains like education, sports, healthcare professionals, entertainment professionals etc had 
to use UC solutions as well as mobile banking to offer their services. All these factors combined, 
opened up newer channels for the bad guys to enter into the cyber space and eventually cyber attacks 
increased.

Every organization has to follow three key guiding principles that needs to be followed to protect 
data. First, enterprises should select the right kind of  technologies to secure their data and the 
selection should always correspond to the kind of  business they are in and the kind of  problem they 
want to solve. A tech solution for BFSI may not be too right for, say, manufacturing.

Second, a robust security policy at the enterprise level. This clearly defines the do’s and don’ts 
which ultimately minimizes the security vulnerabilities. And the policy should be revisited time to 
time keeping pace with the changing global cyber practices and industry dynamics and finally always have a plan B. It has been noticed, despite all the 
security apparatus functioning perfectly well, the bad guys, at times, breach the wall. In those cases, it’s always better to have a system ready that can 
retrieve the lost data. For that a robust and reliable data backup solution should be there.

RAH Infotech, with the help of  its technology OEMs, offers data security solution at every stage and on every layer. From securing the network, to 
secure data at every layer, we offer end to end data management solutions for securing data including data storage, back up, and recovery.

LEAD STORY
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Malicious attacks and cyber 
frauds growing rapidly

PARVINDER WALIA
President of Asia Pacific and Japan (APJ), ESET

“The pandemic has created additional considerations for cybersecurity. Globally, businesses have 
adapted by embracing technology to provide connectivity to networks, videoconference, collaboration 
tools and cloud services, so employees can work from home. However, not all employees have the 
feasibility to bring their corporate computers home. This has resulted in many businesses allowing 
or relaxing their BYOD policy. 

At the beginning of  the pandemic, ESET had extended free trials for our security solutions 
including those that are designed to protect home devices, so our customers and their employees 
remained protected from cyberthreats. 

Businesses should also adopt a Zero Trust model where access to corporate network and data 
must be backed by multi-factor authentication to certify a user’s identity. As devices no longer resides 
within the four walls of  the office, there is also a higher risk of  business data being lost or stolen. This 
can be minimized by encrypting disk systems on devices as well as data passing through company 
servers using solutions such as ESET Full Disk Encryption and ESET File Security. 

Other than that, phishing is one of  the most common avenues used for ransomware attacks. 
Solutions like ESET Mail Security can help block spam emails and malware at the server level before they reach mailboxes. Businesses must also ensure 
cloud productivity applications such as Microsoft 365 are protected as these applications often allow the storage and exchange of  sensitive data. 

Going through vast numbers of  samples to determine if  a threat is present requires technology and this is where Machine Learning play a crucial 
part in cybersecurity. At ESET, we have been using Machine Learning in our products since the 90s and the latest iteration, Auger, uses the combined 
power of  deep learning, long short-term memory and a selected group of  six classification algorithms. This allows our security solutions to swiftly and 
accurately label samples as clean, potentially unwanted or malicious with high detection rates and lowest possible number of  false positives. 

While ML has greatly improved a business’ capability to combat cyberthreats, it is not a silver bullet as cybercriminals are constantly looking for 
new ways to exploit vulnerabilities. Therefore, ESET has always advocated for a more balanced approach to cybersecurity. We do so through the use of  
multi-layered technologies that leverage Machine Learning along with other detection and prevention technologies as well as human expertise.” 

There is no established model for cloud security
HARPREET BHATIA
Director, Channels & Strategic Alliances – India & SAARC, Palo Alto 
Networks

“The world around us is changing faster than ever. The COVID-19 pandemic has almost instantly 
changed the way we live and work. Businesses, including ours, have had to adapt quickly to enable a 
massive remote workforce. Unfortunately, cybercriminals have also been quick to adapt to cash in on 
the pandemic, causing an increased risk of  cyberattacks.

The first aspect companies need to consider is network traffic protection. The inspection of  
traffic is a vital requirement for securing access and controlling the movement of  data. Security teams 
must build policies that are consistently enforced, regardless of  whether the operating endpoint is 
remote or internal. Besides traffic, data also needs to be protected by securing the network internally 
– not all users within an organization need access to every nook and cranny of  the corporate network. 
Security teams thus have to adopt network segmentation measures that allow for the partitioning of  
their network, and to enforce precise controls for access to internal resources based on business 
needs. Mobile device management is an integral part of  any BYOD security strategy. This includes 
both pre-usage controls, such as providing strong authentication options, as well as other preventive 
measures such as protection against phishing and credential theft. Although these devices may be 
privately owned, policy-based security must be instated across the BYOD environment. Possible 

measures can range from simple – such as requiring a PIN to unlock the phone – to technology-based solutions, such as the ability to remotely lock 
specific apps if  one’s device is lost or stolen.

Using AI, the frequently observed threat data & multiple threat feeds can be automated and left to ML algorithms which can decipher attack 
patterns, leaving the cybersecurity teams to spend time on advance threat hunting. The future of  cybersecurity depends on a platform approach. This 
will allow cybersecurity teams to focus on security rather than continue to integrate solutions from many different vendors. It allows them to keep up 
with digital transformation.

The cloud, however, is a completely different story. There is no established model for cloud security. The good news is that there is no big 
deployment of  legacy security solutions in the cloud. This means organizations still have a chance to get it right. We can fix how to access the cloud and 
manage security operations centers (SOCs) to maximize ML and AI for prevention, detection, response and recovery. Only with an integrated platform 
can cybersecurity teams leverage automation to rapidly monitor, investigate and respond across multi cloud environments and distributed networks that 
encompass users and devices around the globe.”
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AI proven to be extremely useful 
in detecting cyber threats

DEBASISH MUKHERJEE
VP, Regional Sales - APAC, SonicWall

“With its flexibility, BYOD has a security impact on existing IT infrastructure, such as modern 
organizations using a mix of  LANs, WLANs, and distributed WANs. When employees across an 
organization connect their devices to the network, in certain cases, it may create an entry vector point 
for cyberattacks.

Companies clearly need to find a way to provide their mobile workers secure access to any data 
from any device at all times. That said, companies’ IT organizations need to understand the risks they 
are opening themselves up to, if  they don’t take necessary precautions including data loss, malware, 
device proliferation, rogue applications, lost and stolen devices with data onboard, credential theft, 
etc.

As the world grapples with the unforeseen security concerns, robust, boundless security 
infrastructure and network security are the only answer. SonicWall’s Boundless Cybersecurity 
approach helps solve the cybersecurity business gaps as employees are more prone to attacks while 
working from home, as unsecured networks create loopholes and may expose critical data. The ‘Boundless Cybersecurity’ model is purpose-built for 
today’s era of  hyper-distributed IT that ensures ‘anytime, anywhere business’ by protecting exposure points, including a ‘boundless’ workforce of  
remote, mobile, and cloud-enabled users. The term ‘boundless’ personifies SonicWall’s recognition of  the ability to proactively mitigate cyberattacks and 
mobilize any organization operating in the new business normal, irrespective of  their size.

Artificial intelligence is no more just a buzz word but is making some significant impact on various industries. Artificial Intelligence has proven to 
be extremely useful when it comes to detecting cyber threats based on analyzing data and identifying a threat before it exploits a vulnerability in your 
information systems. Machine Learning enables computers to use and adapt algorithms based on the data received, learning from it, and understanding 
the consequent improvements required. In a cyber-security context, this will mean that machine learning is enabling the computer to predict threats and 
observe any anomalies with a lot more accuracy than any human can. AI can be used to identify activities that human oversight would mostly fail to 
catch. The newer threats like never-before-seen attacks require a much more sophisticated capability. The use of  AI + ML technology helps to recognize 
attacks rather than defending a known vulnerability. Machine learning and AI truly protect against modern cyber warfare.” 

5Ps : The most common causes for breaches
VENKAT KRISHNAPUR
Vice President of Engineering and Managing Director, McAfee India

“With remote working and BYOD now being the new normal, cybercriminals are increasingly 
looking to capitalize on the widespread panic, by targeting gullible employees with surreal offers, 
cures, vaccine updates and fake news. A large number of  people using their personal devices also pose 
increased risks, since often these devices don’t have proper endpoint security solutions, potentially 
leaving organisations open to both malicious attacks on their devices as well as loss of  crucial 
corporate information. Malicious actors also leverage spear-phishing, and target select employees to 
gain access to critical data like staff  credentials, intellectual property and customer data.

Businesses as well as employees need to remember the 5Ps that are usually the most common 
causes for breaches - Phishing, Passwords, People, Patching and Privileges. These are all the more 
important when it comes to securing corporate data in a highly remote working environment.

Organisations must implement measures to protect their devices and data by establishing remote 
working policies, list the right tools and platforms, increase the levels of  monitoring and audit, and 
enforce a Zero Trust architecture to mitigate threats. By putting in place anti-malware solutions, 
which employ cloud-based behavior analysis, and threat intelligence combined with cloud-based web 
security, organisations can help ensure nearly equal level of  security - both on and off  the network.

On the home front, it is critical to establish a secure remote connection. This would require the 
use of  a VPN (Virtual Private Network) to ensure data flow is encrypted and controlled within a secure corporate network and by configuration and 
remote management of  devices by enforcing the appropriate security policies. It is strongly advised that employees regularly change cloud passwords 
with multi-factor authentication to confirm their identity. Having DLP (Data Leakage Prevention) on the devices and configuring appropriate cloud 
policies – both private and public, would further ensure that the scope for data leakage is minimized. Taking this a step further, organizations must add 
an additional layer of  security of  authentication to access company data on mobile devices.

The ever-increasing number of  attacks intensified by speed and complexity can overpower experienced and efficient human security professionals. 
In response to this unanticipated challenge, AI based tools for cybersecurity have emerged to be instrumental in helping security teams reduce risk and 
efficiently improve their security posture.

By applying advanced analytics and AI to vast amounts of  internal and external data, security teams can generate predictive, usable insights that help 
businesses make better cyber decisions and protect organizations from threats. These actionable insights also help detect and respond to threats faster 
by monitoring the external environment with a level of  speed and accuracy only machines can deliver. “

LEAD STORY
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Corporate Security Protocols and 
Guidelines for BYOD must be developed 

DEVANATHAN BALAJI
Principal Consultant – Cyber Security, NTT Ltd. India 

“While BYOD has been around for a while now, its significance has resurfaced with the remote 
working scenario brought about by the pandemic. In the current situation, we are witnessing a 
considerable uptick in the number of  devices entering the ecosystem. Employees have no choice 
but to access corporate resources from less secure devices outside the secured corporate perimeter, 
opening opportunities for cyber criminals to infiltrate networks. Add to this, employees are now 
more reliant on remote conferencing and collaboration tools, which are also susceptible to various 
threats. All this has led to many unprecedented changes and added layers of  security complexity, 
which enterprises were not necessarily prepared for.

Organizations are now gearing up for the post-COVID world, where enabling productivity of  
remote workers will be as important as other business priorities. This, however, must be done while 
keeping security at the core and embedded in every business decision undertaken. While several 
security solutions exist, considering workloads and data moving to cloud organization should look 
security holistically and try to adapt Zero trust framework to improve the security posture.

IT teams must develop and implement corporate security protocols and guidelines for BYOD, put in place roles and responsibility for remote access 
and limit personal device access to corporate services. Integration of  multifactor authentication protocols, implementing screen locks, encryption of  
devices that transmit data to and from the servers and in case of  theft, and enforcing tighter controls over home network security through use of  VPNs 
are key features that a comprehensive security solution must also incorporate. Al and ML can also play a role in unearthing cyber threats, by analysing 
data and thereafter predicting any threats and abnormalities before it exploits a vulnerability in the information system. Through ML, a subset of  AI, 
computers could apply and adapt algorithms on data, further learn from it and recommend corrections, as required.

Lastly, allocation of  resources and budgets must also be reconsidered and not limited to revenue generation and operational efficiency. Along with 
technology spending, there will be a need to allocate resources specifically towards strengthening remote working capabilities and effective security 
awareness programs as people impact security outcomes than technology or process.” 

Cybersecurity training addressing access and 
responsibilities required for employees

J KESAVARDHANAN
Founder & CEO, K7 Computing

“The overnight transition to working from home, and other increased dependence on online 
services for shopping, socialising, and even schooling, has definitely cause a spurt in threat activity 
with a 500% increase in cyberattacks. Work from Home has made many organisations involuntarily 
adopt a BYOD policy as they have not been able to procure devices for all their employees to 
use at home, and are relying on their employees using their personal devices. Additionally, these 
employees are using their personal networks as well which is often not considered by organisations 
when framing an enterprise BYOD policy.  

It is not surprising to see that employees who are now outside the protection of  the enterprise IT 
perimeter are at greater risk of  cyberattack. Business leaders have to accept that their enterprise has 
no perimeter and will never have one in future even after this pandemic is behind us, and adopt a new 
cybersecurity posture which leverages cloud deployed endpoint security to ensure that all devices and 
users are protected irrespective of  when and where they work. Cybersecurity training that addresses 
different levels of  access and responsibilities is also required for employees as they cannot depend 
on having an IT team nearby to take care of  their security needs.

If  data is the new gold, it should be protected as if  it is gold. DSCI/PWC estimate that the average cost of  a data breach in India is Rs. 11.9 crore. 
Businesses can avoid such risk by adopting a data security strategy which includes data classification, access based on the principle of  least privilege, 
encryption at rest and in transit, data backup and retention, and physical security of  data storage devices. Additionally, a robust endpoint security solution 
should be deployed to prevent cyberattacks that aim to steal data or hold enterprise data to ransom.

 
Artificial intelligence enables rapid analysis of  large troves of  data to identify patterns and draw actionable conclusions. This capability can be utilised 

to identify threats and block or warn before they can inflict harm in a world where lakhs of  new malware are generated every day and manual analysis 
is not feasible. AI can also help mitigate some of  the concerns arising from the deficit in qualified and capable cybersecurity talent by shouldering some 
of  the analytical workload.”
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Algorithms spot suspicious 
patterns in network traffic

SUNIL SHARMA
MD- Sales, India & SAARC, Sophos 

“The sudden onset of  the pandemic forced businesses to very quickly set up working from 
home facilities/ services, with little time to plan out robust IT security infrastructures to protect 
these facilities. Additionally, the rise of  remote working has also resulted in a decentralised workforce 
wherein employees are accessing data via their company’s network through multiple endpoints, 
making it difficult for businesses to manage so many identities. Adversaries are exploiting VPN and 
Remote Desktop Protocol vulnerabilities to gain access and move laterally to create more damage.

PATCH EARLY, PATCH OFTEN
We’ve won part of  this battle already, because most businesses these days do install security 

patches, if  not immediately, but regularly. But there are still many organizations out there that take 
their time about it, putting off  updates for weeks or even months “in case something goes wrong”.

KNOW WHAT YOU’VE GOT 
Whether you call it an asset register, an IT inventory, or just a plain old list of  computers and 

software you’re using, make an effort to know what’s on your network – even if  you’re a small 
company where everyone works remotely from home. Cybercrooks go looking for old, unloved, unpatched computers, because they know that they 
could be easy stepping stones to bigger things.

SET UP A SECURITY HOTLINE 
Even the tiniest business can do this: make it easy for your users to report anything that doesn’t look right. You don’t need a dedicated phone number 

or a call centre – an easy-to-remember email address might be all you need.

REVISIT YOUR BACKUP STRATEGY 
As with patching, this is a battle that we’ve won in part: many companies do know that backups are important, and make at least some effort to keep 

secondary copies of  vital data.

The use of  machine learning, specifically deep neural networks, continues to be one of  the most significant drivers of  new technologies in security. 
Machine learning allows us to analyze and process massive amounts of  data. Machine learning algorithms can be used to detect threats in executable and 
other files, such as user-generated documents. They are also useful for detecting malicious websites just by looking at the URI. An algorithm can be used 
to scan emails for simple spam and phishing campaigns, but also for more dangerous threats like thread-jacking and business email compromise attacks.  

But more than that, these algorithms can learn what normal looks like in an organization and spot suspicious patterns in network traffic, authentication, 
and user behavior. These types of  security products act as an early warning system for organizations. It allows the security team to react to events as they 
are happening and well before any long-lasting damage can occur.”

Citrix Workspace protect users from 
visiting sites with known risks

RAVINDRA KELKAR
Area Vice President, Indian Subcontinent, Citrix

“Leading organizations were already trying BYOD in a limited way, but with remote working 
becoming mainstream post the pandemic, BYOD has become a norm for organizations across the 
board. Whilst choice of  having a preferred device may have led to more productivity in employees 
and also given flexibility to employers to ‘uberize’ IT, BYOD opens up a whole new world of  
challenges for IT teams struggling to maintain cyber security and data integrity.

At a time when cybersecurity has become more critical than ever, there has been a rise in the use 
of  solutions that take the Zero-Trust approach that follows the principle ‘Never Trust, always verify’. 
The architecture represents a shift from the old ‘handing over the keys-to-the-castle approach’ of  
VPNs to requiring all users to incrementally earn trust over time. Trust is never assumed, never 
an afterthought, but instead is always verified for appropriateness and carefully measured to be 
commensurate with a user’s risk level. At the same time, this approach also considers the user 
experience. Further, to protect against malware, we designed Citrix Workspace in a way that it not 
only provides secure, VPN-less access to all apps and data, but also web filtering capabilities that 
protect users when they visit sites with known risks. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) have evolved tremendously over the years. AI’s ability to leverage algorithms against massive 
data sources and determining unusual patterns can be one of  the key arsenals to determine new types of  phishing and spear phishing attacks that 
are based on social engineering. We’ve also been harnessing the tremendous potential of  AI/ML through Citrix Analytics to help our partners and 
customers detect and mitigate risks in their infrastructure. The more information and users analysed over time, the more powerful Citrix Analytics 
becomes for you, all because of  AI.”

LEAD STORY
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Organizations must consider user 
education a high priority

NILESH JAIN
Vice President, Southeast Asia and India, Trend Micro

“The risks of  implementing BYOD are not just limited to device theft or loss but in securing the 
valuable enterprise data and apps contained in and accessed by multiple devices outside the network. 
Targeted attacks and exploiting vulnerabilities are a key security issue for organizations.

As mobile devices form a large portion of  an organization’s BYOD ecosystem, organizations 
must be aware of  the risks they face from malicious mobile apps downloaded by the users of  these 
devices. Companies should consider providing endpoint security solutions that feature app reputation 
technology that can detect whether certain apps are safe to use.

While phishing is not just a BYOD problem, it becomes an especially significant threat in a 
BYOD ecosystem due to the tendency of  organizations to focus on the security of  the devices 
within their own network. Cybercriminals often start with the weakest link in the security chain—end 
users. Phishing attacks can be a very effective way to trick employees into thinking that a malicious 
email or message is actually a legitimate one. Organizations should make user education a high 
priority. Employees should be taught to detect phishing attacks and briefed on what to do in case 
they receive suspicious messages or emails.

At any point along the way, your financial data, customer information, intellectual property, or trade secrets could be lost or stolen. To avoid the 
embarrassment, reputation damage, regulatory fines, and revenue loss, today’s enterprises must be able to identify, track, and secure all confidential data 
from multiple points within the organization and in the cloud, without impacting employee productivity and performance. It is very important to keep 
ahead of  the latest threats and protect your critical data with ongoing threat prevention and analysis.

The future threat landscape requires AI-powered protection that leverages expert rules and machine learning. AI and ML work in tandem – AI 
leverages ML capabilities to increase its intelligence and evolve – these systems can be considerably advantageous when it comes to identifying and 
working to guard against the latest and broad range of  security threats including spam, ransomware, exploits, targeted attacks and business email 
compromise (BEC).”

Risks associated with personal devices 
can be mitigated by developing 

effective BYOD strategies
PRADEEPAN V
CTO, Inflow Technologies

“Bring-Your-Own-Device (BYOD) policies are becoming more and more popular in the 
workplace. Billions of  devices are expected to be in use at workplaces. The rapid adoption is due 
to the surge in usage of  mobiles devices like smartphones, laptops and tablets. Employees prefer 
using their own devices rather than using organization-owned devices at workplaces as it gives more 
flexible working options.

While BYOD increases productivity, users who does not understand their company’s BYOD 
security policies expose their organization to security vulnerabilities to a greater extent. The growing 
concern among organizations are users unknowingly downloading malware-ridden apps which has 
the potential to take control over the user’s mobile device followed by breaches due to theft or stolen 
devices with sensitive business data. BYOD is also acting as driving force to increase insider threats 
and detecting and mitigating these insider threats are also becoming difficult to IT teams.

Risks associated with personal devices can be mitigated by developing effective BYOD strategies. 
Organizations have started embracing BYOD actively and are modifying their IT policies anticipating the share of  BYOD devices that use corporate 
network will continue to increase at a fast pace. A Mobile Device Management solution (MDM) is crucial in BYOD security as it gives IT admins the 
control to lock the device or remotely erase the data in case of  an incident or when an employee leaves the organization to ensure sensitive information 
is not exposed. When MDM’s are coupled with features like app visibility, access control, apps management and file integrity monitoring, IT admins will 
have the optimum level of  device control.

Practises like use of  SSO, Multifactor Authentication and VPN’s along with MDM solutions prevent sensitive data getting leaked especially over 
public wireless hotspots when users are outside the organization network, and can create barriers between personal and official data on a personal device. 
Implementing these solutions along with security awareness trainings for employees will address most concerns around the Bring Your Own Device 
programs in organizations.

Organizations are now exploring on how AI can help Cybersecurity analysts improve on the accuracy responding to Cyber-attacks. The rate of  
adoption of  AI in Cybersecurity is increasing and more organizations are expected to adopt AI in the coming years to detect, predict and respond 
to cyber threats in real time. However, as on date most organizations are using AI for threat detection primarily as tracking anomalies in real time is 
becoming a challenge due to the increase in data volume. With Cyber-attacks increasing and threats becoming more sophisticated, AI in Cybersecurity 
is becoming a key mitigation strategy to counter Cyber-attacks by organizations.”
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The VARINDIA Star Nite Awards 
turned 19th edition this year.
The event recognizes the CMO 
( Chief Marketing Officers) 
the performance of various IT 
Vendors (Hardware and Software, 
Networking, Peripherals, etc).The 
awards function is held every year. 
This annual felicitation happens 
on the basis of a stringent 
selection procedure. VARINDIA 
considers different parameters 
including Price Performance, 
Product availability, Pre- and 
Post-service support, Training 
and Certification, Marketing 
Communication, Brand Building 
and Vendor–Partner relationship 
for deciding the winners. This 
event acts as a benchmark for 
product positioning in the Indian 
market. 
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PANDEMIC FAST-TRACKED THE 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Digital transformation is enabled with technology along with the strategy, leadership 
and culture drives the business transformation and innovation. Digital Transformation 
is integration of  digital technology bringing in fundamental changes to know how your 
business functions and how you deliver value to your users. The most common measures 
are Customer Experience, Workplace Transformation, Cyber Security and Digital Ready 
Platforms. On this backdrop VARINDIA has organized its 19th STARNITE AWARDS 
2020 virtually due to the current scenario. Industry leaders have graced the event with their 
invaluable viewpoints.

The event started with a virtual Lamp Lighting ceremony, followed by a welcome 
speech by Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu, Editor-in-chief- VARINDIA. Welcoming everyone, 
Deepak said, “Due to the pandemic, we all are able to meet each other on real-time though 
not physically but yes, it is possible digitally. I would say, it is an opportunity for the OEMs 
to showcase their capabilities and strength of  techno diversity. Technology has made some 
huge strides on the diversity front in the last few years. Digital transformation should be 

focused on the holistic wellbeing of  the organization, and its 
extended ecosystem. In an increasingly messaging cluttered 
world where businesses are clamouring for attention and 
‘Born Digital’ Start-ups are redefining the rules of  business, 
Organizations are forced to transform digitally before the 
market dynamics decimate their existence.”

Then it is followed by the exciting sessions on the 
Channel Empowerment Session by Savex Technologies 
along with Six OEMs and they are Accutech, Airslate, 
Checkpoint Software, Tableau Software, Vembu

Technologies and Yotta Infrastructure. The leadership 
from SAVEX Technologies has presented the key facts and 
roadmap in the Partner Empowerment Session.

ANIL JAGASIA   
Chairman, Savex 

Technologies

RAUNAK JAGASIA      
Director, 

Savex Technologies  

JAYANT GORADIA, 
MD, 

Savex Technologies

CHANNEL EMPOWERMENT 
SESSION

In the Partner Empowerment Session, Anil Jagasia, Chairman, Savex Technologies, said, 
“Savex has been in IT for the last 34 years, and has always made sure that those who are associated 

with us have hardly seen any failure. COVID has hit us hard putting many lives to stake. Savex, 
along with its partners, managed to help the needy. During lockdown, technology has gained as 
Work From Home; Learn From Home has become a new normal. Change is the only constant. 

We have to identify the newer technologies like machine learning, RPA or AI and adapt them too. 
All I would say is adapt, and we shall all shine bright in this industry where the sun never sets.”

Jayant Goradia, MD, Savex Technologies, commented, “Savex is the most trusted player in the 
IT & telecom distribution in India. Savex is the answer to being an atma nirbhar in IT and telecom 
distribution landscape. Savex is not just a distributor offering supply, chain and credit services but 
much more. It is also a leading player in eCommerce as operator of  brand stores for our vendors. 

We have built an MIS interface through which the partners have access to their business data in the 
Savex system. We have developed mobile apps through which our sales team can now key in your 

orders and into our ERP for executions. We will extend this to our partners to directly place orders. We 
use robotic process automation to improve productivity of  a backend operation. Besides doing B2C 
business, we also cater to BYOD and Online to Offline operations where our partners participate.”  

Speaking on how the Hardware and Software enterprise advancements is happening in 
the Industry, Raunak Jagasia, Director, Savex Technologies, said, “India will grow from $2 

trillion to $5 trillion economy. This will bring a great opportunity for all in next decades. India 
is uniquely positioned as one of  the youngest economies. We are in a time where we have great 
ace to the capital and we have some interesting and exciting companies coming out of  India. 

IT now has become a central of  business too. Even banks are planning to put data centers- this 
discussion is as fresh as hot cakes. India is adopting cutting edge technologies. India is going 

app first, mobile first, thus giving IT channel chance to provide big opportunities to customers. 
Digital Transformation of  every channel is the key. Every company, during COVID, has under 

gone digital transformation. COVID has created big opportunities for the IT sector.”

COVER STORY
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ATUL GAUR
Director, 

Savex Technologies 

MARGIE GRADWOHL
Sr. Director Partner, 

Air Slate

NAGARAJAN C  
VP, Product, 

Vembu Technologies

SAURABH NAIK
Director 

Savex Technology

BHAVESH MEHTA
 CTO & Founder- 

Acuutech

Atul Gaur, Director, Savex Technologies further elaborated, "Digital Transformation 
is being talked about everywhere. If  you see from my perspective, our industry is divided 

into three parts- good, better, best. Good part is Service- Services give us high margin, 
friendliness with the end customer and are very interesting for all of  us. Better is the recurring 
revenues- higher values, we all know the valuations of  the companies which are into recurring 

revenues and best are Customized services with recurring revenues. You can add your 
services, whatever you are, vendors are offering you, maybe we are offering you what I think 

you can customize. That's where the real value would come and further because nobody 
can replicate that as well. Savex offers all three under one roof  like cherry on a cake."

In the next session, Margie Gradwohl, Sr. Director Partner, Air Slate, stated, “SignNow, legally 
binding e-signature solution that helps to simplify and digitize all paper-based processes. This helps 

to drive productivity, save paper and keep data secure.  Pandemic made more people to work from 
home, thus increasing software purchasing and it has really catalysed digital transformation. You can 

approve documents on any device and second sign now allows users to have multiple signature options 
so they can type to sign, draw to sign or upload an image of  their signature. SignNow offers the ability 
to eliminate paper by digitizing document workflows, which in turn saves company's time and money. 

The companies might be able to afford the paper costs of  printing. All it can be said is the ability to 
electronically sign a document is great and being able to do that from a mobile device is even better.”

Nagarajan C, VP, Product, Vembu Technologies, perceived, “Vembu Technologies offers backup 
solutions across over 100 countries, so we have more than 60,000 plus customers and 4000 plus channel 

partners across the world. We provide agentless backup solutions for VMware virtual machines 
as well as Hyper V virtual machines and agent-based backup solutions for Windows servers and 

workstations. Also, you will be able to backup specific files and folders or specific applications like 
exchange SQL SharePoint and active directory or MySQL by using our file application backups. 

Along with this, we are also offering a backup solution for Amazon Web Services. Also, if  you 
would like to backup for office 365, email, or the SharePoint Online, or OneDrive data, you will be 
able to backup with our product. So we are also going to release a backup solution for G Suite.”

Saurabh Naik, Director Savex Technology, added, “The first news of  the pandemic in 
February rang a warning bell in our minds, and we knew it was going to impact us as well. 

We worked on it to face it and before the national lockdown was announced, we were all 
ready with our strategy. We had a few staff  working from home, and still to the point. Our 
IT team worked in the background to develop apps for the sales team. We also worked on 

omnichannel solutions for some of  our partners. We integrate offline stores with online media. 
Pandemic is a lesson and opportunity for all the IT fraternity to go out and reach out to 
thousands of  customers and investigate if  they are prepared for digital transformation.”

Bhavesh Mehta, CTO & Founder- Acuutech, said, “Most of  the things that Accutech 
delivers today is as a service and truly what we would like to do is through partnership with 
Savex we would like to bring this experience to all of  the reseller community in India, where 
we can show you the secret source and ingredient, how to actually make money, creating an 

as a service portfolio. So, on the platform perspective, Acuutech has actually got an integrated 
platform where you are able to scope solutions using hyper-convergence. So most of  our 

platform is designed around Microsoft technologies so what you hear from Azure Stack HCI, 
so we have the scoping solution to build the Azure Stack HCI solution rapidly, and more 

importantly we have the orchestration platform that allows you to build HCI at breakneck speed. 
Acuutech has not invented anything new, but we have effectively created the orchestration 

platform on top of  windows that allows you to build HCI reliably and dependably.”

Channel
Dynamic Inform Aspire First
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PANKAJ GAUBA
Regional VP, SEA & India-

Tableau Software

SHIVIN SHARMA
Commercial & Partner Business India 

& SAARC - Check Point Software

NILESH MISTRY
GM, Partner Ecosystem India, Yotta 

Infrastructure Solutions LLP

After that, Pankaj Gauba, Regional Vice President, SEA & India- Tableau Software, commented, 
“At Tableau in India, we have a sales team, which covers enterprise, mid-market, general business, 
SMBs that is the classical pyramid that you see from most vendors. So we serve almost the entire 

spectrum of  the market. The sales team is supported by a pre-sales team. We have Customer 
Success Managers for some of  our large customers where we ensure that they embrace the 

technology, adopt it and grow the footprint of  our technology within their organization. We have 
Partner Managers to take care of  our partners. We already have a strong partner business in the 

country. We have a renewal sales team which works with the partners to drive the renewals because 
we are a subscription model. We have a framework called Tableau Partner Network, which was 
launched early this year, we will be bringing it to India sometime in 2021, which is our partner 

program. We invest in partner marketing funds and partner readiness to ensure the partners who 
come on board are enabled and are able to serve the customers as good as what we would do.”

Commenting on the partner support, Shivin Sharma, Commercial & Partner Business India & 
SAARC - Check Point Software, said, “Channel is central to our business. We work with channel 

partners and strategize with them to deliver better customer experience, meet the enterprise 
secure cybersecurity needs and this growing trend among other buyers who also look for products 

online, and we work closely with our channel partner network to reach all customers spanning 
all platforms. We continue to witness deal registrations growth by our channel partners year on 
year. This growth is not just limited numbers but the deal sizes, the increase in the number of  
deal registration is definitely a leading indicator of  our channel vibrancy. This growth is not 
just happening in India, it is across the globe and happening year by year. This growth is not 

just happening in India, it's across the globe, and has continued to bloom and develop.”

The last speaker of  this session Nilesh Mistry, GM, Partner Ecosystem India, Yotta 
Infrastructure Solutions LLP, commented, “We have made an engagement model for the 
partner ecosystem. This engagement model is typically going across connecting with the 

partners, going to the customers and building a recurring structure which is very important 
today. So typically, when you do one-time sale in any product or any software services, you 
do not get the customer for life, you have to do every transaction. In the case of  Yotta, what 
we have built up is a dual flexible model where a partner can also be engaged in the front-
end billing. On the support side also, we have done a very unique value proposition where 

wherever we are billing it to the partner, the support part can be given directly to the customer 
also in case if  the partner wishes or in case if  he wants to add his managed services or his 

services or bundles and services along with it, he can give it across to the customer as a 
total service. So retention of  the customer is there with the partner for year on year.”

COVER STORY
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VAR SYMPOSIUM
TOPIC: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION BRINGS OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PARTNERS.  

PANEL DISCUSSION - 1
With this the event moved on to the most interesting panel discussion session -I. Eminent panellists from the Industry and corporate worlds in the 

country discussrd on how digital transformation brings opportunity for the Partners.  

The session was moderated by Dr. Deepak Kumar Sahu, Editor-in-chief- VARINDIA and the panelists are Vijay Sethi, CIO, CHRO and Head of  
CSR- Hero MotoCorp Ltd., Jai Daga, VP-Technology- Sony Pictures Networks Ltd., Lata Singh, Executive Director (IBM Partner Eco-system)- IBM 
India, Puneet Kaur Kohli, CTO- Universal Sompo General Insurance and Rishi Mehta, Advisor-Digital Transformation, Welspun USA.

Discussing about the digital transformation, VIJAY SETHI, CIO, CHRO AND HEAD OF CSR- HERO 
MOTOCORP LTD., said, “In today’s time Digital Transformation has become mandatory for all the organizations 
for not just the growth of  the business but for the survival also. Everybody’s expectations from the organizations, 
products, services have changed so much that if  organizations do not use digital technologies to transform them 
digitally then organizations will not exist. So that is where companies have to work.

The second part is cloud planning. When I talk about digital transformation, cloud, mobile these are some of  the 
basic fundamental foundations of  any digital transformation. So, you can't really be doing a huge sort of  analytics, 
AI or IoT solutions without having clouds. So companies today as part of  the first step of  digital transformation are 
working on cloud first strategy, a mobile first strategy. Digital transformation is something which each organization 
needs to do and cloud planning has to be a mandatory part of  entire digital transformation.”

PUNEET KAUR KOHLI, CTO- UNIVERSAL SOMPO GENERAL INSURANCE, commented, “Cloud 
first and mobile first will be the first prerogative for an organization, especially to lead the digital organization specially 
to lead the digital transformation, because if  one has to be competitive in the market, the go to market strategy has 
to be good and also the product lines that business wants today, so it is a co-creation model, where it is not only 
about the technology which plays a big role, it is like vice versa. It is a combination of  business and IT collaboratively 
delivering a product and it has to be within 72 hours or three to four working days a product has to be live, then cloud 
is becoming a technology where you can on your basis can scale up scale or down campaigns, any type of  workloads, 
whatever be the size in and times out in and scale out it is all because of  cloud technologies. So adaptation to cloud 
is something which is the need of  the hour. Apart from that digital transformation especially with regard to financial 
services I can see that the myth that people had like digital transformation that cloud is somewhere not secured.”

JAI DAGA, VP-TECHNOLOGY- SONY PICTURES NETWORKS LTD. depicted,” Digital 
Transformation is here and now. Especially in the entertainment industry, earlier it has been like a traditional way, 
weather it is infra, real estate, technology. So, it was more confined to it. But now things have changed. Digital 
transformation has taken a lot of  pace. Cloud adoption has also increased. Obviously, there are apprehensions still. 
One of  the areas where cloud may be lacking is to cater to this kind of  industry where it is not only storage but 
bandwidth hungry also. The time to market is very fast. So that is one of  the reasons which needs to be fastracked 
on the cloud side. The mindset of  this industry has changed a lot in this pandemic wherein you can remotely work 
from anywhere. You can have your infrastructure and applications anywhere, but you have to make sure that the 
delivery happens on a very fast pace.”

Further discussing about the same, LATA SINGH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - PARTNER ECOSYSTEM 
& CSI - INDIA/SOUTH ASIA REGION, IBM INDIA, added, “Digital transformation is obviously fuelled by 
the adoption of  cloud and therefore cloud planning has to be a key to it, not just the cloud part of  it but the entire 
technology areas of  IoT, AI and the others that the organizations are adopting, a critical piece of  that entire digital 
journey that organizations are doing is the architecture and that is where the cloud planning falls into the architecture 
side. What are you deploying now, what are you building now, will it last for future, will you be able to keep that 
architecture from where you are building it to can you deploy it as you move forward, can you keep your own key, do 
you want to have control over the critical data? So, I would say digital transformation is fuelled by cloud adoption and 
therefore cloud becomes an integral part of  how you plan your cloud - is it private, hybrid or public cloud and that 
has to be the architecture that defines your strategy for moving forward.”

RISHI MEHTA, ADVISOR-DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, WELSPUN USA, pointed out, “Digital 
transformation was always there even if  it was at a basic level 10 years ago, people had to grapple with the tools, and 
now it is going through a very sophisticated journey. I think it is coming because of  our customers. I will say, look 
at what is happening even in the pandemic and COVID around the world. Our customers have not stopped from 
asking us the services whether they are shopping online, subscribe to the movies or other services rather I would 
say some services have even gone up more than the previous times. The best way to deliver is our service, product, 
technology companies have to become very agile in how they deliver the services. Digital transformation is still the 
mantra to adopt and the pace has become even more rapid.”
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THE AFTERNOON SESSION WAS NAMED VAR SYMPOSIUM. THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF TECHNOLOGY 
EXPERTS AND LEADERS HAVE PARTICIPATED IN THE 19TH ANNUAL VAR SYMPOSIUM. IT IS THE 
PLACE TO SHARE GREAT IDEAS WITH INDUSTRY LEADERS AND AMONG THE PEERS. DURING THIS 
SESSION WE HAD SIX CORPORATES WHO HAVE SHARED THEIR EXPERIENCE AND BEST PRACTICES 
ON HOW THEY ARE ADDRESSING THE PARTNER ECO-SYSTEM AS WELL AS THE INDUSTRY.

VAR SYMPOSIUM

The first speaker of this session, KRUNAL PATEL, Director, TeamViewer, commented, “Digital 
Workplaces is just not giving computer and laptop to employees. It is much beyond that, it has 
a lot of other co-relations in the way how we work, how employees remain productive, even if 
they are working from anywhere. The new realities of the business have actually changed the way 
we work, and also how workplaces are organized. The modern workplace has to be connected. 
There has to be sufficient connectivity between employees, customers, suppliers in any device, 
in any format howsoever remote, he or she is. Connectivity becomes the primary requirement; 
collaboration is not only giving the video conferencing software but also setting a very conducive 
environment ecosystem for employees to collaborate. Manage employees, manage infrastructure, 
manage hardware and maintain around the productivity, maintenance of security maintenance of 
infrastructure are to be done. Modern workplaces are going to be a little more complex while it will 
not be compounded into the four walls. It will require a much wider application of technology to 
achieve the modern workplaces which is employee friendly and boost the employee productivity.”

NISHANT SHARMA, National Manager, Channels (India & SAARC), Sophos India, added, “We are 
going through our designated time and similarly the cybersecurity landscape is changing quite fast, 
every day. From a perspective of customer, we have commissioned an independent survey with IT 
managers across 26 countries across six continents. Almost 51% of the customers agreed that 
they were coming by ransomware last year and it is definitely expected this numbers to grow in 
the coming years. This pandemic has been an average cause for a ransomware attack where the 
customer data is getting compromised. Data is getting increased; they are paying ransom to the 
cyber criminals to get their data back. Cloud adoption is increasing significantly so as the attacks, 
almost 71% of customers agree that they suffered an incident on their cloud instances, so that is 
also alarming. We have launched a new partner program for the partners, which we call it as a so 
forth MSP program, the Managed Service Partner program.”

Presenting further, PRADEEP K NAIR, Country Channel Head, Aruba India, pointed out, “We are a 
three-billion-dollar company, with a motto of “Customer first, customer last.” Currently in 2020, we 
have enhanced the portfolio with a new acquisition of Silver Peak and built our SD van capabilities and 
enhanced it on to the premise as well. This is the 18 years of journey as Aruba. As HPE networking, 
we are very proud to say that we are the only OEM that could sustain our existence in the Gartner 
Magic Quadrant continuously without a breakage for almost 15 years. 

As HPE in the networking domain we are there from 2000 onwards, however from 2015 we moved 
into the leadership quadrant and could hold on to that position, we do our capability as well as the 
vision. So, both on the execution capability as well as the vision on the networking front was present 
all the time, enhanced and ultimately, we could always be the leader in the Magic Quadrant.”

The next speaker, RAJEEV ABICHANDANI, Channels Business Lead - India & SAARC, Fortinet, 
said, “The year 2020 has been a milestone year for Fortinet Technologies. We are celebrating our 
20th anniversary this year. 2020 has been unforgettable, as this year also brought in unprecedented 
challenges in each of our lives. We were hit by the pandemic in first quarter of this year. Most 
of us are working from home. Normally would have seen a message saying what not the real 
transformation in the IT world. It was COVID-19. Yes, this pandemic has forced the organization 
to implement the same to five years on a mountain strategy in a matter of weeks. This for many 
of them this plan had to be steered into a completely different direction in the immediate onset of 
pandemic diseases and it was to support the old systems, set up new VPN, whether on premises or 
cloud, and promises to expand the multi factor authentication. In this first phase, it was all about 
loading the biggest gap. Some organizations also increase their migration to inspire the service, 
not wanting to reduce the staffing requirement at the data centers.”

COVER STORY
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IN THE NEXT SESSION WE HAVE SEEN HOW THE PARTNER ECO-SYSTEM IS WORKING HARD 
TO BRING ALL THE TECHNOLOGY ECO-SYSTEM WORKS AND UNDERSTAND FROM THE VAR 
COMMUNITY, ON THEIR VISION ON DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION. 

DR. DEEPAK KUMAR SAHU, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF- VARINDIA MODERATED THE PANEL DISCUSSION 
SESSION-2 ON KEY CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION.

GLOBAL BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT HAS WITNESSED MASSIVE CHANGES, SCALE AND SPEED 
TO MATCH TECHNOLOGIES. IN THE PAST FEW MONTHS, WE HAVE WITNESSED A RAPID 
ACCELERATION OF THREE MAJOR FORCES, THAT IS, GLOBALIZATION DIGITALIZATION AND 
CORPORATE CONSOLIDATION, WITH CONSUMER HABITS SHIFTING TO ONLINE CONSUMPTION.”

SANJAY ZADOO, Country Manager, Channel Business- Vertiv Energy India

When it comes to any decision about critical IT infrastructure Vertiv is the most interesting solution. 
Not only that, we also promised partners a good ROI, support in terms of deploying solutions and 
really good service capabilities to make it very easy and profitable. Vertiv as a global organization 
caters to more than 70% of Fortune 500 companies, in the sales term as $4.3 B with 20,000 
employees and 28 manufacturing sites, a lot of emphasis and investments into R&D. So, we are 
operational in 51 countries. We also have various offerings in the Department of thermal power 
management or anything which is related to IT and infrastructure.

ASHIS GUHA, CEO, RAH Infotech,  said,” The transformation is object oriented. Technology will be 
a very important player in any transformation that you are really looking at. The transformative 
strategy should play a very important role, ensuring that customer experience is enhanced, 
optimize resources, overall business processes are streamlined and revenue should increase at 
bottom line. 

We are the ones who are sitting between the OEMs and partners or customers. It makes our job 
even more difficult because you are just not catering to one person but to multiple people in the 
market. Our focus and value is all around data management and security.”

Discussing further, ATUL GAUR, Director- Savex Technologies Pvt. Ltd, said, “Digital Transformation 
essentially should make life simpler, faster, efficient, and should give delight to customers, even 
employees. One should look at what is good to have, and what is essential because you have limited 
amounts of funds and want to make the most of it, so you have to decide which are the areas you 
really want to invest. 
With COVID coming in things are becoming faster, people are wanting to invest more to reach out 
to their customers as they are now using video tools for the same. Analytics is becoming very 
important not only at CEO level but also at the bottom level or operational level. Live statistics 
being available to the same size as well, to see how they are performing. All these things are very 
critical and important for businesses to transform.”

PANKAJ DESSAI , Country Manager – Channel & SMB , Commercial BU , AMD India

Like many others, AMD has adopted working and learning from home and finding ways of balance 
between our personal and professional lives. 2020 is a significant year for AMD’s commercial 
business in India. Partners have a key role in bringing our technologies in the market. We saw 
growing demand for our latest generation products, both in commercial PC and Data Centre 
business. AMD is building the best quality high performance computer and graphic product to 
help accelerate the next generation companies. There has never been a better time to be in the 
semiconductor industry, and we are ready for the next 15 years with high performance computing 
and graphic products that will transform our lives. From technology standpoint, AMD is the only 
technology company designing and manufacturing both high performance computing and graphics 
products.
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Delving deep into the topic, VISHAL BINDRA, CEO, ACPL Systems Pvt. Ltd., said, “Nowadays we 
want to work from everywhere, we want to ensure that all our branches are connected as we will 
be at home and be able to work. Now, everybody is supposed to sit at home and we are pretty ready. 
Over the period of time, we learned that we could actually bring a lot of second tier, third tier city 
employees to really come on board and be able to deliver everything for them on demand was very 
necessary for us. We are not a digital transformation company, we actually are a layer which is 
looking forward at what people are going to do as transformation, and then sit over it to ensure that 
we can look at secured experience. Recently a very interesting thing that I came up with is that, a lot 
of our customers are talking about being able to work from home with a look at zero trust. We were 
ready to showcase all of that zero trust security issues and this is how we have integrated different 
technologies and this is what we are able to achieve.”

According to TARUN SETH, Managing Director, Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic, “As our Prime Minister 
comes in saying ‘Sab ka saath, sab ka bhikash’, I think it is the digital transformation. It is that you 
can help people from anywhere and everywhere, and people can get what they want. 

People are scared today that the jobs will go by automation which is not okay, if not they are doing a 
redundant job.  System needs people who can think differently, who can act differently and who can 
do multiple things. Digital transformation was always there and we thought it would take three to 
four years to mature, but COVID is elevated, and what we thought will happen in 2024 happened in 
2020.”

RANJAN CHOPRA, CEO & MD, Team Computers, added, “I will say digital transformation is a 
mindset. Four years before we created a mobile app for attendance, books, work from anywhere, 
anytime especially for our female employees. My team was not ready at that time but I insisted 
them to take necessary steps. Then we build centres for operational analytics. App modernization 
is another key point in this digitalization. We have to keep the apps updated every time. We have 
updated our all apps and done the same for our customers. Lastly, automation will keep people 
motivated as they gain their free times from daily chores by using automation.”

Discussing on the topic, PRARTHANA GUPTA, CEO, Cache Technologies, said,” My definition of 
digital transformation is how fast information can be used, how fast delivery can happen or how 
fast you can use the service. I might have been busy for more than one year on a project on safe city 
where the entire project is using digital transformation. We are doing a great job there and we are 
actually designing the entire thing: how fast the information can be used to the police officer and how 
quickly they can take the action and how we can reduce the crime of Delhi. Digital transformation has 
increased the use of analytics on how we can use facial recognition systems to catch the criminals. 
I have learned a lot about transformation during this lock down period.”

GOLD PARTNERS NETWORKING PARTNERS

COVER STORY
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 
FINDS ITS COURSE DURING PANDEMIC

Celebrating the 21st year of  existence in the IT industry, VARINDIA 
successfully concluded its 19th edition of  Star Nite Awards. For the last 
21 years VARINDIA has been dedicatedly serving the VAR fraternity in 
India. The importance of  the ICT industry has been best understood 
by us during the pandemic times.  With the theme, "Post Pandemic to 
bring Fast Track Digital Transformation”, the Star Nite Awards brings 
forth the importance of  digital transformation and how this pandemic 
has accelerated the pace of  transformation which would have taken place 
a few years later. The pandemic has also exposed the readiness of  the 
organizations in terms of  their IT infrastructure. Along with this, cyber 
security has become a major cause of  concern as many people are working 
remotely from their homes which is not a protected environment which 
enterprises have, keeping the data at stake.    

We thank all the partners for their strong and continuous support. 
We have sponsors in the categories of  Gold, Networking, Cyber Security, 
Innovation Partner and Supporting partners from various IT associations 
in the Country, and they are FAIITA, PCAIT, ISODA, ASIRT and TAIT.

 
The 19th VARINDIA Star Nite Awards started with the welcome note 

of  S. Mohini Ratna, Editor, VARINDIA. According to her, “Technology 
landscape continues to rapidly shift, disruption continues, but new 
opportunities continue to emerge. Digital twins represent the culmination 
of  modernized cores, advanced cognitive models, embedded sensors, 
and more—a recipe that is in itself  a trend, even as it builds on evolving 
individual technologies.

This is the 19th edition of  the Star Nite Awards and with every passing 
year the status and grandeur of  the event keeps getting more and more 
popular. The theme of  this year’s event is “Post pandemic brings Fast 
Track Digital Transformation”.  This event is dedicated to the VARS of  
the Indian ICT Industry.

• Best Channel Chief for overall IT Channel - ANIL SETHI     
  VP & General Manager (Channels), Dell Technologies

• Best Channel Chief for Technology Platform - LATA SINGH      
  Executive Director (IBM Partner Eco-system), IBM India

• Best Channel Chief for Power Solution -  SANJAY ZADOO
   Country Manager, Channel Business, Vertiv Energy India  

• Best Channel Chief for Consumer Segment -  SANJEEV MEHTANI
   Country Manager Sales, Acer India 

• Best Channel Chief for Technology Distribution - RAMESH NATARAJAN
   CEO, Redington India    

VARINDIA HAS FELICITATED 5 CHANNEL CHIEFS OF INDIA AND 
ALL THE CHANNEL CHIEFS HAVE BEEN RECOGNIZED UNDER 

FIVE DIFFERENT CATEGORIES. THE CATEGORIES ARE:

NEW SOCIAL AND MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES 
HAVE DRAMATICALLY CHANGED THE WAY WE 
INTERACT AND ENGAGE WITH THE WORLD, 
BRINGING NEW AND UNFORESEEN SECURITY 
CHALLENGES. WITH THE GROWING POWER OF 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI), IT IS GOING 
TO CHANGE THE WORLD OF PERCEPTION, AS 
MANY ARE TRYING TO REINVENT THE POWER 
OF SUPER AI.  TECHNOLOGIES ARE DESTINED 
TO GROW OBSOLETE EVER MORE QUICKLY 
INCREASING PRESSURE ON ORGANIZATIONS 
TO BALANCE BOTH THE NEED TO MAINTAIN A 
COMPETITIVE EDGE AND MANAGE BUDGETS.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS A PRIORITY 
FOR BUSINESSES. CUSTOMERS AND EMPLOYEES 
ARE MORE DEMANDING, ECOSYSTEMS ARE 
EVOLVING, AND THE ESTABLISHED RULES 
OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS AND DECISION 
MAKING ARE SHIFTING. THESE CHANGES ARE 
OPENING UP NEW OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH 
TRANSFORMING COSTS, IMPROVING CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCES, MAKING OPERATIONAL 
EFFICIENCIES AND CREATING WHOLE NEW 
BUSINESS MODELS.”

COVER STORY
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What really has driven me is in the last 25 years has been the ecosystem (channel partner). 
The greatest learning that I have had in last two decades plus has been by interacting 
with each one of  you weather it was in my early days in my career when I sat across and 
understood the business to the middle of  my career roughly around 15 years when we were 
looking at cloud service providers, managed service providers and how each one of  you 
taught me what is really important for the business, the key metrics that drive your business 
and that has been a very important learning. 

A two-way learning is very critical and you gave time for me to sit across and bounce 
ideas on what is happening in the market, what are the technology drivers and therefore 
learning in the process is how to really engage in meaningful conversations with each other. 
So, thank you so much to the ecosystem for being there for me and also being an enabler 
for my learning and about the ecosystem which is really growing at a fast pace. It is a place 
where it needs to be relevant so thank you for keeping me relevant to the industry.

“THE GREATEST LEARNING THAT I HAVE HAD IN LAST TWO DECADES 
IS EFFECTIVE INTERACTING WITH THE CHANNEL ECOSYSTEM”

LATA SINGH 
Executive Director (IBM Partner 
Eco-system), IBM India

Lata brings 25 years of experience to make the channel 
effective with the dynamic market landscape ever changing 
from a technology and ecosystem stand point, IBM is being 
able to provide partners with innovative partner programs is 
critical to the success of the partners to create value for their 
customers. 

The IT industry in India has been over 35-40 years old as the industry found the footing 
in the country, a good customer base and even better than IT experts, the growth has 
been phenomenal. That led to the birth of  many of  the organizations, first generation 
entrepreneurs who spotted the phenomenal opportunity and established their organizations.  
My dear partners should be proud that what you have achieved till now you have played the 
pivotal role in making IT industry what it is today. It has given many of  the large OEMs in 
the industry and has created a talent pool for the customers and OEMs, and most of  us rely 
upon you for that. Partners infuse capital into different ticket sizes, ensuring IT reaches the 
far and wide corners of  the country. This has been truly phenomenal. 

As we move on, and we see that we are all currently going through the pandemic which 
hit us into this year but 2020 has been a year of  great accelerations. We have seen a massive 
acceleration in the digital transformation and digitally enabled businesses continue to rock 
it forward. Organizations continue to adopt more remote workspace solutions at a feverish 
pace and leverage hybrid and cloud IT services. We are seeing advancements in artificial 
intelligence, machine learning - which is picking up pace, online education and telemedicines 
already received a tremendous boost. 

"2020 HAS BEEN A YEAR OF 
GREAT ACCELERATIONS”

ANIL SETHI
VP & General Manager (Channels)
Dell Technologies

30 years of experience of Anil in the industry by working 
with the partners, Dell is bringing the solutions that enable 
customer’s skills that simplify the complexities and capabilities 
that encourage innovation. 
Dell Technologies continues to raise the bar on its promise of 
offering a simple, predictable, profitable partner program.
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In my last three decades of  experience that has been my most highly experienced 
engagements with the channel partners on their evolution over the times and the IT 
ecosystem. Coming to think of  it, how we have evolved long with channel partners over 
the last 23 years of  Redington being in India, being a home grown organization, it has been 
really exhilarating. 

Starting from the days where we were working with printing as our first product category, 
I think we have come a long way in building up the commercial PCs, consumer PCs moving 
on to the enterprise products, components. As the technology evolved, our engagement 
and relationship also evolved in terms of  changing business models and emerging business 
models.

2020 has taught us why the PC is important, learn from home, work from home, gaming 
anywhere actually the PC is required. Today if  you look at the world which is working is 
because PCs exist. So that is the importance which we have today. 

At Acer, partners are the foundation of  our success today and tomorrow. I am proud to 
say that the Acer channel team is best in class and we bring in some of  the transformational 
solutions through which we actually lead the industry. Acer has actually provided technology 
which is best in class and infact the early bird in launching 11 generation. We actually provide 
tools to our partners to lead the IT industry.    

“AS THE TECHNOLOGY EVOLVED, OUR 
ENGAGEMENT AND RELATIONSHIP ALSO EVOLVED”

"ACER PROVIDE TOOLS TO PARTNERS 
TO LEAD IT INDUSTRY"

RAMESH NATARAJAN  
CEO
Redington India

SANJEEV MEHTANI  
Country Manager Sales
Acer India 

Sanjev brings 34 years of strong experience for maintaining 
a conducive environment to keep the channel engaged 
and at Acer, its programs have evolved much ahead of the 
market where it helps partners to give better experience and 
competitiveness especially in the face of intense e-commerce 
sales. It’s important to constantly innovate and expand your 
reach and we continue to grow.

With a strong 28 years of experience, Ramesh ensures the 
best practices adopted by him to keep the whole partner 
community engaged and his vision is to bring the corner 
stone of Redington’s business has been our strong relationship 
with the partner community. The imperative is to build on the 
strong foundation that as an established partner community 
provides, in terms of skills, customer engagement and 
execution ability among others.

COVER STORY
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Anyone who is successful in business knows that all good relationships are based on 
trust. No doubt you will learn this because your customers, not only trust you, but have 
come to rely on you.

Here at Vertiv, we believe we can support you in growing your customer relationship. 
You will be wondering how? Well, our partner program is based on making it easy to do 
business with us. Our channel portfolio covers the four spectrum of  IT infrastructure. 
Understanding how to sell is taken care of  by trained and enabled resources because you not 
only want to work with a vendor who is commercially attractive but also gives a technology 
end support. We engage with our partners end to end supporting them with the right 
solutions, enhance their commercial equation, through rebates and incentives programs. 
We also give integrated solutions and a variety of  product offerings to partners in the IT 
infrastructure space, giving you an edge over others by consolidating all your efforts into 
working with one vendor. Partners who have taken a step to work with Vertiv India and we 
believe we can benefit too. Take the first step, joining the community and apply now.

“WE BELIEVE WE CAN SUPPORT YOU IN 
GROWING YOUR CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP”

SANJAY ZADOO 
Country Manager, Channel 
Business, Vertiv Energy India

With 26 years of experience Sanjay engages with the channel 
partners in the country with the vision to constantly innovate 
the partner programs to engage effectively with partners and 
reach out to customers. We keep analyzing the white space and 
emerging technology needs of the market, to evolve partner 
programs enabling partners to focus on these opportunities 
and unleash business potential.

KEY NOTE SPEAKERS
“VI IS DESIGNED TO HELP ITS CUSTOMERS MOVE AHEAD IN THEIR 

LIFE FOR A BETTER TODAY AND A BRIGHTER TOMORROW”
AJAY SEHGAL
EVP- Enterprise Business (Channels & SOHO Business), Vodafone Idea
“We are now Vi business. So, Vi as a brand is a collaboration of India's two loved and 
trusted brands, which is Vodafone and Idea. Vi is built to be strong, ever dependable, 
agile, intuitive and in tune with our customer needs. Vi is designed to help our 
customers move ahead in their life for a better today and a brighter tomorrow. So 
Vi as a brand is powered by GIGAnet - a network of the future. So GIGAnet is the 
largest spectrum holding, superior coverage across towns and villages. It is India's 
largest massive MIMO radio deployment which is helping all our customers to get 
better networks in each and every nook and corner of the country.”

AFTER COVID, DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION BECOMES AN 
ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF CLIENT’S BUSINESS

AJAY MITTAL
Chief Digital Officer- IBM India and South Asia

“We are all aware that one of the things that the pandemic created as a situation is 
against an earlier scenario where the digital transformation was primarily driven 
by an innovation focused approach where clients are only looking at how they could 
differentiate themselves, relative to their competitors within their industry and 
truly looking at purely from an ROI perspective. What the COVID impact has done 
is clients have started looking at digital transformation as an essential component 
of their business and something that they believe truly will help them sustain their 
business in the world moving forward, even for exceptional situations like COVID 
that they have currently seen.”
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“WE ARE CONTINUOUSLY INVESTING INTO RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
TO SEE THAT WE ARE COMING UP WITH THE NEW OFFERINGS” 

ANIL SETHI 
VP & General Manager (Channels), Dell Technologies   
We have been a technology leader and an innovator in world-class enterprise. Why 
do we say that? The reason is that it is a powerful offering that we have, which is an 
edge to cloud which is supported by 34,000 people. 

It is very critical because this is the number which helps you gain the customer 
experience and customer satisfaction. That is what actually translates into the 
business. Today, we are serving 98% of 500 Fortune companies. So practically it 
means that every large customer experience is dealt in some form or the other. 
We have 27,000 plus patents and that is a big investment we do with our research 
and development. We do almost $5 billion or $4 billion each year that is a massive 
investment with any technology company. 

“TO HELP ORGANIZATION ACHIEVE TRANSFORMATION GOALS 
AND BECOME MORE INNOVATIVE, AGILE AND COMPETITIVE, WE 

CREATED A PORTFOLIO OF DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS”
ANUPAN NAGAR 

Sr. Director, Channel & Alliances, Hitachi Vantara  

“So in response to COVID and in the post COVID world organizations are pursuing 
major district transformation initiatives to boost innovation and keep pace with 
customers changing operations and demand. However, CIOs and CTOs of our 
customers face a number of key challenges and barriers to transformation that 
span people, processes and technology, often lacking in house transformation 
capabilities in one or more of these areas. COVID has shown them glaring gaps 
in their plans and I know many of the partners are involved with them in resolving 
some of the issues that they have faced in the recent past.

Now from our side to help organizations achieve their transformation goals and become more innovative, agile and competitive, 
we have created a portfolio of digital infrastructure solutions that our partners can take to these customers. These solutions 
bring together all the capabilities needed to deliver a successful digital transformation from filing transformation and technology 
skills gaps to designing and deploying an agile infrastructure that optimizes efficiency, automates time consuming processes 
and unlock the business value of our customer’s data assets. By augmenting our customer’s transformation capabilities through 
our partners, we at Hitachi Vantara empowers them to accelerate data driven innovation and create new products and business 
models faster and compete more effectively in the data economy accepting the new normal.”

TECH TALK SESSION
SMBS TOO LOOKING FOR ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY SERVICES

SUNIL SHARMA
Managing Director (Sales), Sophos 

“Cyber security is one of the biggest aspects which even SMBs want to utilize in their network 
area because they are also facing similar kind of cyber-attacks like enterprise players. Though not 
strong enough in terms of economic situations, SMBs want those kinds of services. As partners, 
it is your duty and responsibility to provide them those services, and we as vendors, are equally 
responsible to support you.  As SMB customers do not have the kind of security budget enterprise 
customers have, what needs to be done is becoming an MSP of Sophos, providing them services 
based on the opex model, which is absolutely fine with them. On a monthly basis, billing can be 
provided to them, and the partners can provide and manage their security services. So that is the 
way you can change and provide them an enterprise class of security and they can also enjoy those benefits that enterprise 
customers can. So, please, take this opportunity to make a good amount of revenue, at the same time, do good service to your 
SMB class of customers who can be prevented from cyber criminals.”

We currently are present into 180 countries. So to sum it up, what is important is to see how we are positioned and what is the 
big presence we have, the number of customers that we deal with. The most important is that we are continuously investing into 
research and development to see that we are coming up with the new offerings as this transformation age which we are in and 
that is what helps customers to meet their IT needs.

COVER STORY
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LOCKDOWN IN OTHER WAY, CREATED OPPORTUNITIES
J N MYLARAH 
Director, Sales, Enterprise, India & SAARC, CommScope  

“Lockdown has put before all many challenges. But these challenges have created an opportunity for 
us. The strength of CommScope has always been - our ability to service and support our customers 
at a higher standard with well class products. Being a leader in an infra connectivity space, 
CommScope continues to prioritize the large scale infrastructure and the data center offerings 
to our customers where we show our values to deep understanding customers businesses, with 
our design and customized solutions, which is best suited for their specific needs. We completely 
understand that our channel ecosystem is looking to evolve very quickly in this new normal. We at 
CommScope have invested very heavily in digital initiatives that allow our channel programs to stay 
flexible and adaptable so that we can serve our partners and customers better.”

DIGITAL IS NOW JUST THE ACCEPTED WAY OF THE 
OPERATING AND DOING BUSINESS

DIPESH KAURA  
General Manager (South Asia), Kaspersky     

“Digital technology has fundamentally changed two things: the dynamics of the markets and the 
speed required to remain competitive. It is now open to all that digital technology has transformed 
the way we are doing business today. It is no secret that many more changes lies ahead. Almost 
every year, a new digital technology arrives and disrupts the status quo and opens new operational 
vistas for enterprises. From the cloud to mobile to social media innovations that have already 
changed the world to new advances like virtual reality, AI, quantum computing that will arise ahead 
and continue to reshape how we work and live.

Today, many enterprises have gone digital to the core. Digital has transformed the ways in which customers today discover by 
engaging with products, teams and services. However, the digital transformation of industry and enterprises also bring with it 
major challenges. One of the most pressing is cybersecurity. As the world becomes increasingly connected and technology more 
sophisticated, the threat landscape becomes more complex.”

NTT NETMAGIC BRINGS A NEW OPPORTUNITY 
FOR THOSE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH IT

PRINCE DHAWAN  
AGM, Sales and BD, NTT-Netmagic  

“NTT is into data centre, cloud and security for more than 20 years.  Partners and NTT work together 
in colocation-Customers, can collocate with NTT, where we provide space, power and connectivity.

Cloud comes next, NTT has three flavours of cloud- private, public and hybrid. Due to pandemic, 
every CIO is behind reducing cloud mandate wrecking charges. Compared to the market price, NTT 
has a much lower price. NTT is ready to welcome new associates as well.

The third opportunity comes as security- since maximum are working WFH, security is a common 
worry bothering the companies. NTT has all security services as a service option.

The best part is, NTT does not have a distribution model. NTT works on one opportunity with one partner rule.”

XDR IS THE NEW REALITY, THE NEED OF THE HOUR
HARPREET BHATIA   
Director, Channels & Strategic Alliances (India & SAARC), Palo Alto Networks    

“Cortex comprises XDR, which is an endpoint solution suite, which comprises EPP, EDR, and the 
XDR capability which brings in network and cloud data as well.  The second piece is the XO platform- 
stands for extended security operations automation and response platform that help organizations 
across the globe to automate their security operations center making them more productive.

XDR as it stands Extended Detection and Response is the need of the hour. The industry has been 
running with legacy antivirus for far too long. All these anti viruses are endpoint solutions depending 
upon signature based databases. It results in an attack which is any compromise running in an 
organization, dependent upon the database being updated.

Cortex has XDO, XDR, and IR services; here all are aimed at making the customer having to look at a lesser number of incidents, 
having to analyse fewer amounts of data, also having a reduced MTTR.”
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“PALO ALTO IS KNOWN AS PIONEER IN NEXT 
GENERATION FIREWALL TECHNOLOGY”

BIKRAMDEEP TAMBAR  
Cortex Sales Head – India, Palo Alto Networks   

“Palo Alto has been known to you as a pioneer in next generation firewall technology. But over 
the years, it has expanded its portfolio on the cloud security domain and endpoint security and 
stock automation. We have rebranded ourselves on the network security portfolio as Strata, cloud 
portfolio as Prisma and end point and stock automation as Cortex portfolio. We invite all our 
partners to engage with us on the Cortex XDR and XOR platforms to build services, let business 
and increase your profitability”.

"SECURITY IS ALL ABOUT CONFIDENTIALITY, AVAILABILITY, INTEGRITY"
VALAN SIVA SUBRAMANIAN   
Manager, Systems Engineering, Fortinet    

“Fortinet is into cyber security. Security is all about confidentiality, availability, integrity. Securing 
data is all about ensuring these three components. Traditional way is whenever there is an issue; 
the company sees a solution for it. As the businesses grow the organisations need to have their 
data secure.  In this current epidemic, customers have started adopting cloud in a very bigger 
way. These days the data is scattered. So when it has to be protected, one should know where the 
information is and what needs to be protected. Security driven web is another aspect- security at 
access layers, security at the cloud and security at network layer. Fortinet's approach towards this 
is we have Fortinet security fabric offering, which is all over providing broad security coverage and 

integrated approach.”

The role of Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) is believed to be most critical for technology companies in driving early adoption of 
emerging technologies. Realising the same, VARINDIA has recognized 10 CMOs for their hard work and understanding towards 
emerging technologies. The awards are chosen by the voting mechanism for their marketing programmes and their innovative 
approach in changing times and killer strategies that brought about raging success for their respective organizations.

RAJESH GOENKA
Director (Sales & 
Marketing), RP tech

JAGANNATH CHELLIAH
Director (Marketing), 
Western Digital

ABHIJEET MUKHERJEE
Head Marketing, 
Crayon Software

DIPTI SINGH
Head – Marketing 
& Communications, 
Vertiv Energy India

PRASENJIT ROY
Sn. Executive VP and 
CMO, NTT - NETMAGIC

RITU GUPTA
Director (Marketing), 
Dell Technologies       

NIKHIL SHARMA
Marketing Lead (India & 
Saarc), Veeam Software

CHIEF MARKETING OFFICERS 
OF THE YEAR 2020

GOVINDARAJ 
AVASARALA
Head Enterprise 
Marketing, 
Vodafone Idea

RISHI PRASAD
Marketing Team 
Lead for South 
Asia & Surveillance 
Lead (Asia Pacific), 
Seagate Technology

NIKHIL DUDWADKAR
Head of Marketing 
(India & South Asia), 
Kaspersky Lab

COVER STORY
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WINNERS OF VARINDIA STARNITE AWARDS 2020

Video Conferencing Infrastructure Solution Company - POLY

Best Business Application Solution Company - ORACLE INDIA

Best Note Book- Consumer - DELL India

Best Structure Cabling Company - CommScope Solutions India

Best Note Book- Enterprise, Best Inkjet Printer (Single & MFP), 

Best Laser Printer (Single & MFP), Channel Favourite Company - 

                                                                         HP Inc.

Best A3 copier AND Imaging Solution Company - Canon India

End to End Technology Solution Company, Best X86 Server, 

Storage Solution Company -                        DELL Technologies

Best Networking Solution Company and Best Unified 

Communication Solution Company -    Cisco Systems India 

Best Hyper-converged Infrastructure Solution Company - HPE

Best Wired and Wireless Infrastructure Provider –  ARUBA

Best Inktank Printer and Best Projector -  Epson India

Best Networking Switch Company -  D-link India

Best Processor -  Intel Corporation

Best Company Into Infrastructure Solutions - Vertiv Energy India

Best Operating System - Microsoft Corporation (India)

Best Power Management Solution Company -   APC by Schneider

Best Next Generation Firewall - Sophos Technologies

Best Technology Services Company - IBM India

Best Note Book -SME - Lenovo India

Best Internal and External Hard Disk Drive -  Seagate Technology

Best Data Security Company -  Check Point Software Technologies

The Best FLASH Drive- SSD -     Western Digital (UK) (SANDISK)

BEST IT Brand - ACER India

Best LED Monitors - LG Electronics India

Best Open Source Infrastructure Solution Company – Red Hat India                                                                                     

Best Innovator in Cloud Technology - VMWare Software India 

Best Enterprise Network Firewall - Fortinet Inc.

Best Enterprise Storage Vendor - Hitachi Vantara India

Best Company into RPA Solutions - UiPath

Best DDOS Vendor - Radware India

Best Cloud Transformation Player - Crayon Software Experts India

Best Graphics Card - NVIDIA Graphics Card

Best Work Force Collaboration 

Solution Company -                                                                

Citrix Systems India

Best Enterprise Solution Company - 

                               TeamViewer India

Best Data Center in India – NTT- Netmagic

Best Smartwatch for Health-   FITBIT India

Best Hyper Converged Solution Company -
Nutanix Technologies India

The Futuristic Company Into Channel - 
Lenovo Global Technology (I)

Best Databack-up and Recovery Software -

Veeam Software

Best End Point Security Solutions -
Kaspersky Lab

Best Company Into Cyber Security – 
Palo Alto Networks

Leader in Remote Work 
& Collaboration

ZOOM Video Communications

Best Structure Cabling Vendor 
D-link India

Emerging VAD of the Year 
BD SOFT
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The Channel remains the dominant driving force in the future of
IT sales
COVID 19, though has caused a huge loss to humankind, has also thought to adapt change. With each passing time, there are new 
happenings in IT culture, very rapidly. People have accepted to the change and are living with it. Be it Work From Home, Work from 
Anywhere or online classes, or even virtual meetings, every thing is happening at a little bit fast pace.

Technologies including cloud, security and digital among others are emerging– changing business dynamics are combining to create 
ambiguity and uncertainty. Technology providers are in need of guidance on the key technologies and markets to pursue, to help build 
a blueprint for future success.

The fact that connected businesses are far outpacing their competitors can’t be denied. Businesses across all industries are actively 
seeking faster and smarter ways to modernize their digital infrastructure. But the increasing complexities of application and data 
integration are a growing challenge.

To gain deeper insights into the best strategies for dealing with the pandemic, VarIndia tried to find out how some companies stayed 
resilient during the crises and identified lessons that may be relevant today. We also assessed the pandemic’s impact, including trends 
affecting the distribution industry. Our analysis identified how leaders can stabilize operations and take a through-cycle view to gain 
competitive advantages which helped them reimagine the future as we enter the next normal.

LEAD STORY
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LOT OF INNOVATIONS HAPPENING IN THE SECURITY DOMAIN

“TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT IS OF UTMOST IMPORTANCE”

Preparations to adapt 2021

Arrow comes with very clear agenda to become the specialized deployment partner for enterprise cus-
tomers. We proudly say that Arrow PC is Dell Technologies’ Titanium Partner, driven by a common goal 
of developing and delivering innovated and integrated solutions to our customers. We have a team of 
certified engineers to deploy products and solutions in the field of Data Centre Modernization, Hyper-Con-
verged Infrastructure and Data Storage & Data Protection. We are building expertise in providing remote 
support and virtual assistance to our customers for seamless operations. We are further building capacity 
to support offshore clients in some niche technologies like Data Backup, Data Protection & Hybrid Cloud.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Security domain is undergoing a lot of innovation. According to Gartner, data no longer resides only in the 
data center. As per its predictions by 2025, 75 percent of the data will be created and processed at the 
edge. A solution is required to take care of the security from core to edge to the cloud. Customers need 
to be educated and informed about the latest threats and the security trends. 

Preparations to adapt 2021

Compusoft is focused on employee productivity and customer’s growth for which innovative, futuristic 
and ROI - heavy strategies to transform technology pattern and business outlook - to accelerate the digital 
agenda for our clients have been implemented.

Post-Covid-19, we see lot of opportunities for companies become self-reliant. The massive move to work-
from-home policies spurred shifts in hardware, software and services spend will continue to make waves 
as many companies stick to flexible working arrangements permanently.
We, as an emerging technology company, are ready to gain perspective on how this great shift will influ-
ence IT in the coming years.

OEMs do redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Yes, it does. Compusoft’s partnership with an OEM Microsoft, it gets very easier for us to tackle and come 

Gurpreet Singh
Managing Director, 
Arrow PC Networks

Devesh Aggarwal
CEO 

Compusoft Advisors 
(India)

OEMs are surely redefining security and zero trust, multi cloud security, responsible AI and location agnostic, which are the latest trends.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken

Long term sustainability and optimization of business operations have become the need of the hour. COVID-19 has acted as a catalyst 
towards enterprise cloud adoption both for business continuity and workforce enablement. Technology has emerged as the biggest 
winner allowing India and its enterprises to modernize and harness the power of technology along with cushioning the impact of the 
pandemic. Remote working and e-services have become the new norm as it will play a significant role in business continuity planning 
and digital transformation. 

We see exacerbated use of hybrid cloud and hyper-converged platforms as people have realized the importance of cloud-based 
communication-enabled business processing.

up with great business solutions for our existing as well as new customers. 

As a growing organization, with increasing number of employees and number of customers multiplying, we realized that technology 
enablement is of utmost importance, especially when it comes to the services part of our business.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken

The crisis has accelerated the adoption of digital technologies to keep the lights on amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. Enterprises that are 
ahead in the digital maturity curve will clearly be better equipped to handle the crisis and will further invest in technology upgradation 
to address the changing customer demand. 

The biggest shifts during the COVID-19 is  long-term managed services contracts are expected to continue despite lock downs, as IT 
vendors like us find innovative ways to continue servicing their customers.
COVID-19 and Work from Home culture has brought the importance of Cloud hosting in the forefront for most organizations that were 
reluctant earlier. Cloud was always our focus, but now we see that there is a renewed impetus and a much wider acceptance.
 
The push towards digital transformation is much higher now. Digital technologies are the core in ensuring business continuity in this chal-
lenging time, with cloud and AI being the technology forerunners. 

Cloud and AI platforms can be fore-runners in enabling such remote collaborative technology. Businesses now-a-days are also looking 
to implement a definite plan to tackle such situations and the infrastructure and tools required to implement the same.

And at last, organizations are expected to use current situation learnings to prepare for future business disruptions by adopting a Business 
Continuation Plan (BCP) & Digital Transformation that includes migrating their business operations to digital infrastructure and platforms.
We see exacerbated use of hybrid cloud and hyper-converged platforms as people have realized the importance of cloud-based 
communication-enabled business processing.
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2021 WILL SEE DIGITAL BUSINESS ACCELERATION ACROSS INDUSTRIES

Preparations to adapt 2021

2021 is going to be the consequences of the happenings and changes of 2020. During the tough times 
in 2020, CIO and IT leaders have proved the savior of their enterprises, as they rapidly brought changes in 
business and lifestyle. 2021 will see digital business acceleration across industries. The priorities would be 
two fold for both - the companies with high agility that changed a lot and the trailing counterparts. The 
first priority would be to digitally transform and the second would be to optimise. Crayon is well aligned 
for both, our Cloud Products and Services provide various solutions to quickly adapt the new normal with 
agility keeping organisations Compliant & Secure. And our software and cloud analytics practice helps 
organisations optimise their on-premise and cloud infrastructure. DDSO (Design-Deliver-Scale-Optimise) 
is our new mantra. Crayon works closely with large OEM’s like Microsoft, AWS, IBM, VMware, RedHat etc. 
and key skilled partners.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

I believe OEMs take security as one of their topmost priorities. Cyber security is a very serious concern, 
given the current rise in cyber-hacks. It will also be incorrect to say that there weren't any security mea-

Rajesh Thadhani
Executive Director Digital 

Transformation
& Services, Crayon  

Software Experts India

sures in place earlier, but they are taken a lot more seriously for known reasons. All larges OEMs publish white papers, guides and videos 
to help enterprise in adapting best practices in governance, risk and compliance, while they do their piece of testing of their products 
and services. Every new upgrade or any change impacts security. And I believe that OEMS understand this better than any of us.
 
Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

For a successful digital transformation initiative, there are several factors and the most important ones are:
Defining and articulating your digital business strategy.
Assessing your organization’s digital business maturity and readiness for change.
Identifying how the enterprises will balance optimization and transformation objectives.
Aligning the transformation journey across the organization.
Then comes the mantra of Design, where you build the new disruptive business models that can bring you strategic advantages. 
Crayon helps you deliver the digital solutions and also support you keeping these cloud environments healthy.

TECHNOLOGY, IF DESIGNED AND DEPLOYED TO BUSINESS BENEFITS IS
USEFUL

Preparations to adapt 2021

Covid 19 has shown us new business possibilities, which will be embraced.  New technologies like AI, 
Automated Infrastructure support, Digital Transformation are the key areas we will be focusing during the 
new calendar year.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Partnership with OEM will grow stronger in the coming quarters, with strong growth expected due to or-
ganization betting on digital transformation. Key value partners bring on the table is last mile connectivity 
and service.  I feel this will be leveraged by OEMs.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

Technology will be useful only when it is designed and deployed to business benefits. So any DT exer-

L Ashok 
CEO

Futurenet Technologies

cise should have clear and measurable. Results have to be milestones based towards the ultimate goal. With so much technology, 
selection of the right mix is a challenge. Proven frame work with subject matter experts can play a key role in designing and defining 
DT road map.

COVID HAS PROVED BLESSING IN DISGUISE

Preparations to adapt 2021

We are into Internet business  and COVID was a blessing in disguise for us as this  vertical grew by almost 
130% , now  we will  be transforming customer  businesses  via  Automation, adopting cloud services, mi-
grating products and enhancing customer experiences on digital channels.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Yes of course ,after more digitization it would require more security else it would be vulnerable and short 
lived, OEM  will have to  make a house where all cannot be locked nor open so need to understand the  
futuristic security challenges and mitigate them proactively. 

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

We believe today's challenges might be a catalyst for positive challenges, Need to break through silos 

Jigar Sanghvi 
MD

Sanghvi Infotech

with customer centric approach, make " everything as a service" reality  and how to automate the process as  customer focus now  
would be more on services rather than fixed spending.

LEAD STORY
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“DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS THE MESSIAH FOR MODERN BUSINESSES”

Preparations to adapt 2021

2020 has been a difficult year and has tested the thresholds of technology. Enterprises have struggled to 
maneuver the new normal. The pandemic which established a clear digital divide between leaders and 
laggards in terms of digital capabilities demanded an immediate shift in terms of people skills, process 
and technology.

The key focus areas for the year 2021 for Enterprises are to invest in enhanced BCP measures including- 
Cutting edge collaboration tools for ensuring continuity of operations, resilient cyber security practices 
and emerging digital, functional, and professional skills. 

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Our OEM partners have been cognizant & pro-active insofar as addressing the growing challenges in so 
far as Security is concerned. As organizations continue to drive business practices through digital transfor-
mation, the challenges they face evolve as well.

Lux Rao
Senior Director & Head – 

Solutions
NTT India

With large numbers of employees and students working from home, businesses are facing increasing risk of becoming victims of cyber-
crime. 

Every organization should go the extra mile to protect their customers, partners and employees during these unprecedented and un-
certain times. 

NTT Security brings out the Global Threat Intelligence Report (GTIR) that captures the ethos of the market as also shining the light on 
emerging trends & looming threats.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken

The New Normal is here to stay and organizations are under tremendous pressure to transform or get disrupted. Disruption manifests in 
uncertainty around how organizations understand challenges and, what they should do to respond. There is no silver bullet for organiza-
tions to respond or navigate disruptive change, more so in difficult times such as now.

Digital Transformation is the messiah for modern businesses – incumbents & upstarts alike. Given that digital is difficult to define, and that 
disruption is unavoidable, digital transformation is required to ensure that organizations get the business basics right and gain acuity. 

NTT CARE is an umbrella term for a cache of services around business continuity, with technologies like collaboration tools, VDI, Mobile 
Device Management, thin client desktop, remote assist, VPN load balancing, split tunneling, encrypted tunneling, two factor authentica-
tion etc.

These set of technologies with NTT’s stalwart consulting team, efficiency in implementation (during the lockdown) and reliable man-
aged services has been a booster shot in the arm for our clients.

From country’s key regulatory and financial institutions, prestigious educational institutes, multinational automobile manufacturers and 
conglomerates NTT has successfully aided its client base for business continuity in these challenging times and is continuously defining 
the digital transformation path for them.

ENRICH TAKES A LEAP- NOW MORE VIRTUAL MEETINGS

Preparations to adapt 2021

Enrich is shifting its focus towards cloud strategy, as more and more organizations are moving towards the 
same. We are concentrating on virtual appliances and cloud based models for the OEMs which we are 
supporting. We have shifted from face to face meetings and are now trying to have more meetings done 
through video calls (zoom, webex etc)

We have used this low productive period to upskill our teams and have done certifications into new 
technologies. We have also stepped up our hiring process to bring in fresh talent who is competent and 
certified into the new technologies.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

In this new normal, the OEMs were also in the initial period of struggling. Since a last few months, things 
have picked up and OEMs have also realized how to function in this new digital age. OEMs have also 
started providing cloud based solutions and ready to deploy immediately thereby reducing the time 
taken to deliver the hardware which was 4-6 weeks earlier. Organizations are looking at new secured 

Narinder Singh 
Manral

Founder & MD
Enrich Data Services

solutions which can be easily adopted and implemented in the business along with their existing setup.  OEMs on their part have come 
out with new products and solutions to cater to the above needs of the organizations.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

Organizations need a digital transformation to remain relevant, competitive, and profitable as “software is eating the world”. A digital 
transformation strategy should be driving this effort and ensure it is aligned with the company’s overall business strategy and also sup-
port the consumer requirement with security measurable objectives , leadership, and engagement, aligning company culture.
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“GO TO MARKET STRATEGY DEFINES NTT’S INTEGRATED VALUE
PROPOSITION”

Preparations to adapt 2021

In 2021, NTT’s focus will be on maintaining momentum by doing more of what has worked well over the 
past years. The ‘Go to market strategy defines our integrated value proposition. Our vertical domain-
based approach has consistently worked in our favor and we shall continue to implement it to narrate a 
richer and broader brand story that resonates with our customers.

Everybody will continue to focus on key aspects like; Fundamental initiatives around cybersecurity, mobil-
ity, collaborative tools for seamless connectivity, team collaboration and productivity trackers along with 
hybrid cloud. 

We will continue to scale significantly, while ensuring that the right network foundation is in place to sup-
port organizations during ‘bounce back’, as we find equilibrium in the ‘new normal’. NTT is in a unique 
position to cater to these evolving needs of the future workplace.

Raghuveer HR
Senior Director – Sales, 

NTT Ltd. in India

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security 

The pandemic has put a spotlight on cybersecurity issues, and OEMs too will want to ensure they have preventative measures in 
place to ensure high standards of security are embedded in the product they sell. Modern OEMs face a myriad of cybersecurity con-
cerns, including attacks on connected devices and databases in production operations, and hurdles in protecting sensitive customer 
information.

OEMs can ensure the efficacy of the security available to their customers, by making sure products are “secure by design”. Embedding 
security by design into device development should be a priority from the drawing board stage and not an afterthought. To add to this, 
OEMs must also keep pace with regulatory stipulations and industry-related threats.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

Organizations are changing their approach to digital transformation, seeing it as an ongoing series of small steps rather than a giant 
leap with a finite landing place. Digital transformation is now understood as being an ongoing way of working - the definition and focus 
of which are shifting dramatically. Cloud computing, AI, Machine learning and robotic process automation are playing a key role in 
enabling an organizations’ digital transformation journey.

Automation is also increasingly being viewed as an element core to the success of a business’s digital transformation. Automation of 
processes and tasks that currently rely on manual human intervention are the common elements underlining the most successful digital 
transformation initiatives.
 
AI and ML are enabling the delivery of superior experiences for both employees and customers. Considering the increased breadth 
and volume of threats on the enterprise and consumer applications, AI and ML aid to detect cyber threats based on analyzing data 
and identify a threat before it exploits vulnerability in your information system. 

A clearly defined cybersecurity strategy is important and forms the base of all the above-mentioned technologies. Looking at the cur-
rent scenario, the recognition of cyber security’s role in a business’ digital enablement is a must.

“WFH TRENDS CONTINUE STRONGLY INTO 2021”

Preparations to adapt 2021

Digital tools have enabled businesses to continue operations in spite of people and travel restrictions. 
Quadrasystems.net helped hundreds of businesses, across a wide range of industries – pharma, manu-
facturing, banking, hospitals and IT with seamless transitions and round the clock deployments for solu-
tions such as remote work, virtual desktops and cloud platform and collaboration solutions that powered 
access to mission critical business data and unhindered productivity. 

We believe that the momentum will continue strongly in 2021, with digital leading the way not just for re-
silience, but also for reinvention of existing business models and creation of new business opportunities.  

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Cybersecurity, as we know has been fundamentally transformed. Earlier there was such situation where 
we had hundreds or thousands of people in one location, but now we have to manage the same people 
across hundreds or thousands of locations, as WFH trends continue strongly into 2021. This has accelerated 

Prashanth
Executive Director

Quadrasystems.net

the demand for a new approach to securing data assets and people, and for a security strategy that is inherent, inclusive and perva-
sive. This has pushed the onus of security to infrastructure and cloud players, and is redefining the traditional OEM roles. 

With our holistic approach to security across people, processes and infrastructure, together with our strong and vibrant partner relation-
ships, we are well placed to help our customers navigate the new paradigm.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken

Technology has always been central to an organization’s success, but the past few months have clearly underscored the importance 
of digital resilience as well as the need for a digital-first strategy to address and monetize new markets and opportunities.
The role of technology will become even more fundamental to an organization’s success, and the ability of a business to drive innova-
tion using technology will determine its success in the market place. 

LEAD STORY
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“TECHNOLOGY IS MOVING TOWARDS CLOUD AND EVERYTHING IS
GOING SOFTWARE-DEFINED”

Preparations to adapt 2021

Strengthening our existing business, controlling and consolidating cost and seeking newer business op-
portunities will be our key priorities for 2021. We are currently geared up for various cost-optimal solutions 
targeted at students, start-ups and small entrepreneurs. 

For that, we will soon launch a platform where partners can build customize solutions with economical 
cost and higher effectiveness. Also, we will also launch some IoT solutions, which target small entrepre-
neurs.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

Technology is moving towards cloud and everything is going software-defined, security challenges con-
tinue to innovate and threats continue to increase. So it is inevitable for OEMs to redefine their business 
strategies, not only in terms of developing new products but also business alignments. 

Rajesh Goenka
Director, 

Sales & Marketing
RP Tech India 

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

Digital transformation has already happened in India and there are various platforms and technologies which are enabling the digital 
transformation at a faster pace with cost-effectiveness.
 
December 19 saw RP tech India’s first-ever Digital RCM 2020, the first, of its kind in the industry which recognized and facilitated RP tech 
Champions for their extra-ordinary performance during COVID-19 crisis. 

“PEOPLE, PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGIES ARE THREE CORE PILLARS IN 
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION”

Preparations to adapt 2021

COVID has not changed the Core Cyber Security requirements of the customers across the verticals. 

However, sequence and priority of procurement among the projects have changed. Most of the custom-
ers have hybrid environment (on-prem and cloud), and each of these setups require specific security 
solutions.
 
SNS will continue to provide security solutions to address securing the Data Centers, securing the remote 
users and Cloud. As we are seeing a marginal shift in the buying pattern, our strategy will be aligned to 
this shift.
 
We keep exploring new technologies, solutions based on CyberSecurity Threats and Customer Require-
ments; it will remain same for 2021 as well.

OEMs redefine their agenda with regard to the growing challenges into security

NK Mehta
Managing Director & 

CEO
Secure Network Solutions 

India

OEM plays a part in developing products to the changing business models. Products alone never change the outcome. It has to be 
driven to the last mile. 

Here, IT Distributors play a significant role in taking the products to various markets. System Integrators complete the last mile. Educating 
the customers on various OEM solutions, provide design, consulting, implementation and post-sales services.

It’s the industry ecosystem in full, and together they define, refine or redefine the strategies.

Some of the successful digital transformation initiatives undertaken 

People, Process and Technologies are three core pillars in business transformation. To adopt digital, you may introduce various technolo-
gies. Change in business processes and work style of people who are following these processes and utilizing these technologies, will 
only let Digital Transformation happen. 

We at SNS introduce new technologies such as Digital Rights Management (DRM), Data Loss Prevention (DLP) or Secure File Transfer 
solutions, we firstly educate the customers that their organization processes have to make way for effective utilization of these technolo-
gies and End-User Awareness & Training is must.
 
Technology is vital since digital transformation is technology driven. Along with it comes the risk associated, which keeps solution 
providers like us on the toes.

With the current state going on everywhere, all we can say is Pandemic has also upto an extent turned up to a boon in disguise 
of bane. Things changed rapidly, with new normal, though may seem to be a daily use word as of now, many things have really 
changed, and for good!

The change shall continue, and the step towards improving technology, may seem like a giant leap for the years to come.
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FACE TO FACE

Headquartered in Boise, Idaho, Micron Technology has reported a net 
income of  $2.7 billion on revenue of  $21.4 billion during its 2020 fiscal year 
(FY), which ended September 3, 2020. The company’s memory and storage 
solutions which  includes technologies like artificial intelligence, 5G, machine 
learning and autonomous vehicles bring disruptive trends  in key market 
segments like mobile, data center, client, consumer, industrial, graphics, 
automotive and networking. The year 2020 has shown many unprecedented 
times, to cope up with the situation Micron has introduced a number of  
initiatives to manage the tough times together with their channel partners. For 
Micron it is important to work with distributors to plan the stock coverage as 
the partial lockdowns and disruptions across different regions in the country. 
With more emphasis on inventory planning and focus on specific products, 
SKUs keep the rapid growth of  WFH environment. On this backdrop, Rajesh 
Gupta, Director & Country Manager- India Sales, Micron Technology, India 
has shared his views.

KINDLY, BRIEF ABOUT MICRON'S CHANNEL STRUCTURE IN 
INDIA. 

As the only company with a portfolio of  DRAM, NAND and 3D XPoint 
technologies, Micron is ideally positioned to benefit from the secular data 
growth that drives cloud, enterprise and networking markets. Micron's 
business in India is carried out by distributors and is organized into two 
broad categories: industrial and commercial. Industrial distribution focused 
on Industrial Electronics, Automotive sector, Networking, Surveillance and 
a wide variety of  embedded segments covering ODMs, EMS and IDHs 
throughout India. Micron is a leading consumer product, including SSDs and 
DRAM branded as ‘Critical’ by Micron. For the 'Crucial' branded consumer 
products, we are building a large network of  resellers, VARs and device 
integrators across all four regions and multiple cities in India. Resellers and 
VAR/SI have a commendable job of  making Essential branded goods widely 
available through retail outlets and e-commerce markets. For Micron branded 
Industrial electronics products we have wide coverage via an Industrial 
distribution network.

WHAT IS THE INITIATIVE 
MICRON HAS TAKEN TO 
PROTECT THE INTERESTS 
OF ITS CHANNEL PARTNERS 
DURING PANDEMIC?

Many initiatives are work in progress to 
manage the present tough time together. There 
was high emphasis on inventory planning, 
focus on specific products and SKUs keeping 
the rapid growth of  WFH environment. It is 
important to work with distributors to plan 
the stock coverage as the partial lockdowns 
and disruptions across different regions in 
the country. We have stayed connected with 
multiple tiers of  our channel during the 
pandemic and continued with our promotions 
including a very exhaustive Diwali festival 
promotion to keep channel partners engaged 
and motivated.  

WHAT IS YOUR GTM FOR THE 
CHANNEL ECOSYSTEM?

Micron has completed almost two years of  
presence in India and during the period channel 
coverage has grown rapidly. Working with our 
commercial distributors the Crucial branded 
DRAM SSDs are now available across all 
states and major cities in India for Consumers. 

Similarly, Micron Industrial products are 
now reaching to more embedded solution 
developers and integrators at major Industrial 
clusters. We also have a good presence on the 
e-commerce platforms. Micron has a well-
established Value-Added Reseller (VAR) and 
System Integrator (SI) partner network in all 
regions of  India. Our VAR/SI channel partner 
network focuses on solution selling covering 
SMEs, Data Centers as well as Enterprise 
customers. Micron also has an industry leading 
portfolio of  Gaming products with both 
Gaming DRAM brand called ‘Ballistix’ and 
NVMe SSDs and are developing a channel 
of  gaming focused channel partner networks 
also. Our endeavor is to continue to work with 
our distribution and reseller channel partners 
to expand our coverage further and make our 
products available widely and consistently 
across India. 

WHY IS THE PARTNER 
PROGRAM IMPORTANT FOR 
EVERY ORGANIZATION TO 
DRIVE THE BUSINESS? 

Micron has an exhaustive portfolio of  
memory and storage products for both 
Consumer and Industrial business segments. 
Each of  the segments has a complex set up of  

customers that are located widely across the 
country and have a varied ecosystem of  supply 
chain that often requires familiarity as well as 
understanding of  that specific business area. In 
order to provide adequate and effective supply 
coverage along with pre & post-sales support 
a good brand will require engagements with 
channel partners with relevant experience and 
coverage of  that specific business segment. 
That is why a channel partner program is very 
important for a brand to build an effective sales 
structure. This further allows the brand to train 
and equip a specific segment focused partner 
channel to deliver better service to customers. 

WHEN YOU DESIGN THE 
PARTNER PROGRAM WHAT 
ARE THE KEY FEATURES YOU 
TAKE INTO CONSIDERATION? 

As mentioned above, first and foremost it 
is important to identify the segment of  focus, 
next identify partners who have demonstrated 
strengths in that segment and are keen to 
develop further. It is also important to see the 
market segment or geographic area coverage 
requirement and how the channel network and 
program drive the desired results. Consistency 
of  business is another important factor for 
consideration in a partner program.

‘A CHANNEL PARTNER PROGRAM IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR 
A BRAND TO BUILD AN EFFECTIVE SALES STRUCTURE’

RAJESH GUPTA
Director & Country Manager- India 

Sales, Micron Technology, India
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 

CADYCE COMPLETES 25 YEARS OF SUCCESSFUL 
BUSINESS OPERATIONS ACROSS WORLD

CADYCE has completed 25 years of  successful business in the world. The company was 
established in 1995 with a focus on providing state-of-the-art technology. Today, it has come a long 
way and is a synonym to a trusted Thunderbolt 3 certified brand.

“On behalf  of  the entire CADYCE team, we would like to sincerely thank everyone who helped 
us to reach this milestone. The last 25 years have been filled with challenges, hard work, dedication, 
innovation and a lot of  success. We are very thankful to all our channel partners who have been 
closely aligned with us. The 25 years of  achievement has motivated us and our partners across the 
country to enable our customers to further appreciate our brands. We are confident that we will 
continue to introduce the latest products and global-standard services that meet the needs of  Indian 
customers. We strongly believe that the best solution for market success is even better products and 
are poised for strong growth in the future. CADYCE has always pushed its limits by reinventing 
and consistently delivering the best of  best to the customers,” said Gautam Shah, President at 
CADYCE “While the company’s services and operations have changed/expanded, in these 25 years, 
the dedication to serve our channel partners and customers to the very best of  our ability remains 
same. We could not have achieved this milestone without our team. All this has been made possible 
by the passion and hard work put in by each member of  CADYCE family .Thank you for every 
contribution that you make for the company.” 

Shah further added, CADYCE is optimistic to grow irrespective of  the market conditions. Lots 
of  new launches are lined up which will help to make further footprints in Indian market.

The birth of  CADYCE was marked in early 1995. As a global company, CADYCE prides itself  
on decades of  designing and manufacturing excellent products locally. It has won many awards for 
its products like USB-C range of  products, docking stations etc. CADYCE is all set to deliver top-
notch products globally and has also become one of  the trusted brands for the consumer, corporate, 
and industrial markets. CADYCE has a strong network in the major cities in the world.
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“AI WITH ITS ABILITY OF HEURISTIC LEARNING CAN DEVELOP
BETTER STRATEGY FOR DATA SECURITY CHALLENGES”

For TechnoBind, cloud computing is the key to business 
advantages. It has summed up the knowledge and skills to 
meet market disruption challenges, providing customers with 
the competitive-edge of  demonstrable use-case scenarios. In 
a chat with VARINDIA, Prashanth G J, CEO, TechnoBind 
shares his perspective on the current security trends during 
pandemic, data security challenges, latest security solutions, 
future plans etc.

According to Prashanth, data managing or securing is 
a very vast topic. Secured and Trusted Access is the most 
important one for organisations of  all sizes.  Managing their 
Data Availability challenges whether the data is on the cloud 
or on premise, whether the data is in the datacentre or on 
the endpoints, ensuring the data is available at all times is a 
key thing and customers need to focus on this. “In addition, 
specific to the vast SMB base in the country who are still 
ramping up their digitisation journey, basic security solutions 
like firewalls also need to be in place.  AI is becoming all 
pervasive now. Security is definitely high up there where AI 
can be leveraged to mitigate security threats. Just take one 
example for instance of  managing logs within a company – 
one of  the biggest challenges for customers is the issue of  
false positives. AI with its ability of  heuristic learning can help 
increase the efficacy of  these solutions and thereby provide 
the customer with a better strategy for his data security 
challenges.” perceives Prashanth.

CURRENT SECURITY TRENDS
In Prashanth’s words, security has been and always will be important to 

humans. At the deepest level, all humans have an innate desire for security 
and protection and this desire now extends to digital footprint. Prashanth 
feels, “As this pandemic has given us the opportunity to adopt the digital 
platform, the use of  cutting-edge technologies has also increased. A few 
security trends that are seen increasing are increased use of  automation, 
shift to Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) security architecture, rise of  
artificial intelligence (AI), and EDR systems has attracted attention this 
year improving on the erstwhile Endpoint Detection and response.”

LEVERAGING THE LATEST SECURITY SOLUTIONS
TechnoBind’s GTM has always been to showcase to the partner 

the market opportunity and the pandemic was a classic example of  the 
same. Explaining the latest security solutions, Prashanth says, “When 
the country went into lockdowns and people were forced to work from 
home, which was a very new thing especially for companies in the non-
IT space, we were able to quickly work with our partners to help their 
customers adapt to this. Specifically, our solutions around Secured Access 
from Thales and End Point Backup from Druva helped customers 
significantly. In addition, our new technologies around Remote Access 
was a natural for the WFH scenario and that was another area where 
we saw significant traction. Also, the launch of  ESET’s EDR portfolio 
helped us make inroads into numerous SMBs where security was not a 
big priority till then.”

PANDEMIC & TECHNOBIND 
TechnoBind is using collaboration tools very effectively for not only 

their internal discussions but also for engaging with their customers and 
partners. 

“The safety of  our employees and customers is the logical requirement 
of  our organization during any crisis, particularly when the whole country 
is fighting the pandemic like the COVID-19 outbreak. We have been 
fully functional, to ensure the full customers' satisfaction so that they are 
assured of  full support today and in the days to come. Our entire team 
has been very supportive in addressing the issues coming in from our 
customers. Most of  the support issues are being handled by the technical 
team. We have been providing 24×7 support to our customers and we 
continue to do so even today. Our online telephones are open, technical 
engineers are working with their set of  customers and resolve the issue. 
Since we are in this business for years delivering mission-critical solutions 
across industries, this makes our framework so strong enough to handle 
any operational issue virtually. 

By using a combination of  technology, discipline, and timeliness, 
we have ensured that all our employees are safe and sound while our 
customers' business infrastructure remains issue free and online all the 
time," says Prashanth.  

TO CONCLUDE 
Prashanth is very hopeful and excited about their upcoming plans. 

Sharing about their future roadmap in 2021, Prashanth comments, 
“The roadmap is very exciting for us. We will soon be announcing in 
the beginning of  the new year additions to our portfolio some real 
cutting-edge solutions in the area of  managing data which will be a game 
changer."
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PRAMA HIKVISION BRINGS DS-K1T642 SERIES MINMOE 
FACE RECOGNITION TERMINAL PRODUCT RANGE 

WITH FACE MASK WEARING ALERT 
Prama Hikvision has introduced DS-K1T642 series MinMoe face recognition 

terminal product range for Touch-Free access control and attendance checking with 
a special feature of  Face Mask Wearing Alert. Hikvision’s DS-K1T642 series MinMoe 
face recognition terminal adopts deep learning algorithm, which helps to recognize 
the face faster with higher accuracy. It also supports multiple authentication modes: 
face/card/fingerprint authentication, etc. It can be applied in multiple scenarios, 
such as buildings, enterprises, financial industries, and other important areas.

Hikvision DS-K1T642 series MinMoe face recognition terminal comes with 
a 4.3-inch touch screen2 MP wide-angle dual-lens. It has the Face anti-spoofing 
feature. Embedded with Deep Learning algorithm, this face recognition terminal 
has 6,000 face capacity, 10,000 card capacity, 5,000 fingerprint capacity for device 
support fingerprint related functions, and 150,000 event capacity.

Hikvision DS-K1T642 series MinMoe face recognition terminal has two special 
features (face mask wearing alert and forced face mask wearing alert) to support the 
organisations in the times of  pandemic.

Face mask wearing alert: If  the recognizing face does not wear a mask, the device 
will prompt a voice reminder. At the same time, the authentication or attendance is 
valid.

 Forced mask wearing alert: If  the recognizing face does not wear a mask, the 
device will prompt a voice reminder. At the same time, the authentication or attendance will be failed.

After PUBG was banned in India, there were numerous news 
pouring in about its comeback, though no concrete news was heard.

But now the picture seems to be changing, since the last few 
days, there have been numerous positive developments.

Krafton Incorporated recently inked Aneesh Aravind as the new 
country manager; also the South Korean company has established a 
new PUBG Mobile operations team in India.

After the initial press release by PUBG Corporation about the 
Indian version of  the title, the fans and players were elated and felt 
that PUBG Mobile could soon make its way back into the country. 
Several developments immediately after suggested the same.

The first official teasers featuring Kronten, Jonathan, and 
Dynamo were dropped on social media platforms and the YouTube 
channel of  PUBG Mobile India.

Later, PUBG Mobile India was incorporated as a private limited 
company with a paid-up capital of  5 lakhs. However, the game 
has not yet received a green light from the government for its 
comeback. MeitY, responding to a query through an RTI, stated that 
permissions are not yet granted for the release.

So, all that the players can do is wait for any official announcement 
from PUBG Corporation. They can follow the social media handles 
and YouTube channel of  PUBG Mobile India.

YES BANK announced its’ collaboration with Salesforce, a leader 
in customer relationship management, to build a next generation 
technology platform to power the retail lending business, in line with 
the bank's strategy to further scale up its retails assets portfolio.

The private lender aims to deliver intelligent personalized customer 
experiences through the Salesforce platform.

"Leveraging on the strengths of  YES BANK's technology 
capabilities and Salesforce's platform, this collaboration aims to 
engage customers with a unified experience and drive aggressive retail 
led growth for the bank," YES Bank said in a press release.

The bank said the deployment of  the Salesforce loan origination 
system for retail banking will enable it to provide personalised 
solutions and connected banking experiences for consumers across 
segments. It will bolster the bank's capacity to process higher volumes 
of  loan applications through enhanced automations and progressive 
API integrations while also eliminating manual processes in the loan 
cycle - thereby reducing the turnaround time (TAT) for improved 
customer satisfaction."Leveraging on the digital capabilities, the bank 
will be able to speedily launch a new range of  innovative products and 
services to support the evolving needs of  customers," it said.

NEW PUBG MOBILE 
OPERATIONS TEAM IN INDIA

YES BANK & SALESFORCE TEAMS 
TO BUILD A NEXT GENERATION 

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
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MOVERS & SHAKERS 

ShareChat elevates advertising leader Ajit 
Varghese as Chief Commercial Officer

ShareChat chaired Ajit Varghese as its Chief  Commercial Officer. An 
accomplished Global Media leader known for his business centricity and 
digital excellence, Ajit brings in a track record of  25+ years of  leading 

large-scale business transformations and building diverse 
and successful businesses around media, creative, digital, 
data, content, sports, and performance.

Ajit has an excellent experience as the Global President 
at Wavemaker, a WPP-group global media network. 
Known among the world’s top 5 media networks with 
clients ranging from industry giants like Vodafone, L’Oreal, 
Huawei, IKEA, Paramount Pictures, Chanel, Xerox, 
Netflix, Chevron, Beiersdorf, and Tiffany.

Ajit, in his new role in ShareChat, will be pivotal in 
expanding and strengthening the platform’s revenue efforts, 
and building a robust monetisation approach with strategic 
content partnership. He will also spearhead its marketing 

functions, to be inclined towards brand elevation, aligned with business 
centricity. He will be reporting into Farid Ahsan, COO and Cofounder at 
ShareChat. 

Anuj Gupta to become MD of 
Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic, Tarun 
Seth announces retirement

Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic MD, Tarun Seth has announced 
his retirement from the role, effective December 31st 
2020. Anuj Gupta, Chief  Executive Officer, has been 
appointed as the next Managing Director, with effect 
from January, 1st 2021. 

Tarun Seth, founded Micro Clinic in the year 1991, 
is credited with transforming Micro Clinic into truly a 
global systems integrator by enticing strategic acquisition 
to Hitachi Systems in 2014. He played an instrumental 
role in steering the exponential growth of  the company 
to 50% Y-o-Y. His impeccable business sense, belief  in 
customer relationship and satisfaction has paved the way 
to achieve this astounding business growth. Under his 
leadership, the brand name of  Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic has spread 
to 21 offices in India, Middle East and South East Asia with over 
2000 employees. In a career spanning more than three decades in IT, 
Tarun Seth is known to bring cohesiveness to inspire everyone towards 
business growth and accomplishing organization's vision.

VuWall appoints Paul Brooks 
as Territory Manager 

VuWall, a global leader in video wall control systems and unified 
visualization solutions, welcomed Paul Brooks as territory manager, based 
in London, England. 

Paul is responsible for implementing the company’s 
sales strategy and expansion in the United Kingdom and 
Ireland. 

Paul carries more than twenty years of  experience in 
the audio-video industry, with a strong focus in mission-
critical applications and the control room market. His 
experience spans across various vertical markets including 
government and defense, corporate, utilities, oil and gas, 
and emergency services. He understands the needs and 
technical requirements of  integrators, consultants and end 
users alike. 

He’s recognized for building strong and dependable 
business relationships with a consultative approach to sales and a passion 
for technology. Paul held sales and business development roles at 
Diversified, Barco, AVI-SPL, Feltech, and Electrosonic, prior to VuWall.

Nutanix names Rajiv Ramaswami as CEO 
Nutanix has announced that its Board of  Directors appointed Rajiv 

Ramaswami as President and Chief  Executive Officer, effective Wednesday, 
December 9, 2020, and as a member of  the Board of  Directors, effective 
Monday, December 14, 2020. Ramaswami will succeed co-founder Dheeraj 

Pandey, who previously announced his plans to retire as 
CEO of  Nutanix upon the appointment of  a successor. 

Ramaswami is a seasoned technology industry 
executive who has held senior executive roles at industry 
leaders including VMware, Broadcom, Cisco, and Nortel, 
after having begun his career at IBM. Ramaswami has an 
impressive, 30+ year track record of  building and scaling 
businesses in cloud services, software, and network 
infrastructure. In his most recent role as Chief  Operating 
Officer, Products and Cloud Services at VMware, 
Ramaswami co-managed VMware’s portfolio of  products 
and services. During his tenure, Ramaswami led several 
important acquisitions and was playing a key role in 

transitioning VMware toward a subscription and SaaS model.

NTT names Abhijit Dubey as Global CEO 
NTT Ltd. has announced that Abhijit Dubey will succeed Jason 

Goodall as Global Chief  Executive Officer for NTT Ltd. Abhijit takes 
the role following over 20 years with global advisory firm McKinsey & 
Company.

Abhijit will join NTT in early February and formally 
step into his new role on 1 April 2021. He will be based 
at NTT Ltd.’s headquarters in London. Following a three 
months handover period, Jason Goodall will retire from his 
executive role on 30 June 2021 and will remain as a Board 
Director for NTT Ltd, and Dimension Data, as well as act 
as a strategic advisor for the NTT Venture Capital business. 

Jason Goodall, current Global CEO for NTT Ltd. 
comments, “We are looking forward to welcoming Abhijit 
to the NTT family in 2021 to lead the next generation of  our 
business. He shares our passion for the technology industry 
and the role that technology can play in helping make the 
world a better place. He brings many years’ experience of  

our industry and context, as well as a strong track record in delivering high 
performance and profitability in organizations having advised clients on a 
range of  strategic, operational, and go-to-market challenges.”

OPPO appoints Damyant Singh 
Khanoria as the CMO

OPPO has announced the appointment of  Damyant Singh Khanoria 
as its Chief  Marketing Officer for its India operations.

Khanoria will be spearheading the marketing operations 
and will be reporting to Elvis Zhou, President, OPPO 
India. With an aim of  driving growth for brand preference, 
deepening consumer connections and transforming 
OPPO’s marketing efforts, this appointment will help 
establish a stronger impetus for OPPO’s growth story in 
the Indian market.

Elvis Zhou, President, OPPO India, says, “We are 
delighted to have Damyant on board with us. He joins us 
at a crucial stage as we bring forth our 3+N+X strategy 
to support our vision of  ‘Technology for Mankind and 
Kindness for the world’. Innovating tech for mankind, 
continues to be the core of  our business growth. I am confident that his 
experience of  connecting customer desires with business needs will help 
propel OPPO India to greater heights during its next phase of  growth. On 
behalf  of  our entire team, I extend a warm welcome to Damyant.”
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